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BRADLEY 010 NOT

IS INTRODUCED
TODAY

Business Conditions in Good Shape but
Changes Are Needed in System of
Currency to Keep Up With Great
Growth-Mu- st
Incourage Intelligent
Farmers Agricultural Interests
to Prosperity.

Jury Reported a Verdict of
"Not Gvllty" at 10:30
O'clook This
Morning.

Take Usual Course But
Will be Given Proper

Will

-
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APPLAUSE
MESSAGE

FOLLOWED

Upon Being DtsJ
HOUSES Immediately
charged. Defendant Rode Away
From Court House In an AutomMessage From New State of
obile-She
Will Join Her
Glad to be In Union
Sister at Goldflelds. Nev.
and Under Self Governme-

BEF0REB0TH

ALIKE

REGARDLESS OF WEALTH Of! POWER

Okla-Kecclv-

--

Urges Radical Changes In Regular Army With Better Pay
Officers and Quick AdvanceFor
try
Must Keep Enment For Officers of the
larging Navy and Back It Up With Coast Defenses Particularly on Pacific Extends no Encouragement to Dishonest Corporations but Says All Must Not be Condemned
More Power for National Gov
Because of a Few-Urg- es
ernment In Dealing With Complex Problems Among
Need Amend
Trusts and In Interstate Commerce-Laing-Ta- rlff
Revision Not Advisable Now.

State
Prosperous.

nt-New

Line-Coun-

for tlioroinrh
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To the Keiinte and House of Representatives:
No nation ha greater resources
thiti) our mid 1 think It can be truthfully said that the citizens of no nation lxuwews greater energy and inIn no nation are
dustrial ability.
the fundamental buslneiss conditions
pounder than ours at this very moment; and it la foolish, when such
is the cm.-- , for people to hoard money instead of keeping It in sound
bank?; for It is ich hoarding that
the Immediate- occasion of money
It
"
Moreover, as a. rule, the
business of our peonle in conducted
honewty
and probity, and thhs
writ
applied alike to farms and factories.
to railroads and baiks. to all our
legitimate commercial- enterprises.
In any large body f men, however, there are certa-to be some
who are dishonest, and, if the conditions are such that these men prosper or commit their misdeeds with
impunity, their example in a very
evil thing for the couvrnunily. Where
these men are business men of great
sagiiclty and temperament both unscrupulous and reekdesa, and where
the conditions ate such that they
act without supervision or control
ai'd at first without effective check
from public opinion, they delude
many . Innocent poople Into making
investment! or embarking in kinds of
really unsound.
business that ar
When the misdeeds of these successfully dishonest men are discovered,
suffering comes not only upou them,
but upon the innocent men whom
they have misled.
It U a painful
awakening, whenever It occurs; and,
naturally, when it does occur those
who surfer are apt to forget that the
longer It was deferred the more painful It would be. In the effort to
punish the guilty it is both wis and
proper to endeavor so far as possible to minimize the distress of those
who have been misled by the guilty.
Yet it is not possible to refrain because of such distress from striving
to put an end to the mideds that
are the ultimate causes of the suffering, and, as a means to this end,
where possible to punish those
and, as a means to this end,
where possible to punish those responsible for them. There may be
honest differences of opinion as to
many governmental
policies;
but
surely there can be no such differences as to the need of untouching
perseverance in the war against successful dishonesty.
In my message to the congress on
December 5. IS 05, I sard:
"If the folly of man mars the genthen those who are
eral
innocent of the folly will have to
pay part of the penalty incurred by
those who are guiliy of the folly.
A panic brought on by the speculative folly of part of the business
community would hurt the whole
business community; but such stoppage of welfare, though it might be
severe, would not be lasting. In the
long run, the one vital factor in the
permanent prosperity of the country
Is the high individual character of
worker, the
the average American
average American citizen, no nu.tiwr
whether his work be mental or manr,
ual, whether he be farmer of
business man or professional
man.
"In our industrial and social system the Interests of all men are so
dusely intertwined that in the immense majority of eases a straight-dealin- g
man. who by his etliciency,
by his ingenuity and industry, benefits himself, must also benefit others.
Normally, the man of great
productive capaoiiv
who
becomes
rich by enabling
them to produce!
more than they could produce with-- !
out his guidance; and both he and
they share
in
the benellt, which
comes wlso to the public at large.
The superficial faot that the sharing)
may be unequal must never blind us
to the underlying fact that there Is
this sharing, and that the benefit!
come in gome degree to each man
concerned. Normally, the wagework.
er, the man of small means, and the
average consumer, as well as the
average producer, are all alike helped by making conditions such that
the man of exceptional business ability receives an exceptional reward
Slnm-t'a
fl,r hln JlLiiifv
nan
i

nge-i'icy- .

i

well-bein-

g,

wage-worke-

nir

V.

done by legislation to help the gen
eral prosperity; but no such help of
a permanently
beneficial character
can be given to the less able and less
fortunrte save us thee results of a
policy which shall
to the ad
vantage of all Industrious and efficient people who act decent Iv: and
this Is only another way of saying
that any benefit whien cornea to the
less able and less fortunate must of
necescsity come ever more
to the
more able and more fortunate.
If,
therefore, tha less fortunatp man Is
moved by envy of his more ffcriunnte
brother to strike at , tha condition
unaer Which they have both, though
unequally, prospered, the result will
assuredly be that while damage may
come to the ona struck at, it will
visit with an even heavier load the
one who strikes the blow
Taken as
a whole, we must all go up or go
c.own logetner.
"Vet, while not merely admitting,
but lisisti.ig upon this, it is also true
tha: where there Is no tcivernmenttti
restraint or supervision some of tha
exceptional men use their energies.
not in way thru nre for the com
mon good, but in ways which tell
against this common good. The for
tunes amassed through corporate organization are now so large, and vest
sncn powfr in thi-- e thar wield them
as to ni.ikrt it a mol'.er of necessity
to jjivj to jho sovereign this is, to
the g jvirnmeiit, which represents the
peojila as a whole some effective
power it tupet vimiiii over their corporate tl.se. In order to Insure a
healthy social and industrial life
every big corporation should be held
responsible by, and be accountable
to, some sovereign strong enough to
control its conduct. I am in no sense
hostile to corporations.
This is an
age of combination, and any effort
to prevent all combination will be
not only useless, but in the end vicious, because of the contempt for
law which the failure to enforce law
Inevitably produces.
We should.
moreover, recognize in cordial and
ample fashion the Immense good effected by corporate agencies In a
country such as ours, and the wealth
of Intellect, energy, and fidelity de
voted to tneir service, and therefore
normally to the service of the public.
by their officers and directors.
The
corporation has come to stay, Just aa
the trade union has come to stay.
Kaeh can do and has
done great
good.
Kach should be favored so
long as It does good. Hut each should
be sharply chocked where it acta
against law and Justice.
pne makers of our national constitution provided especially that the regulation of Interstate
commerce should come within the
sphere of the general government.
The arguments in favor of their taking this stand were even then overwhelming. Hut they are far stronger
today, In view of the enormous development of great business agencies,
usually corporate
ExperIn form.
ience has shown conclusively that it
i
useless to try to get any adequate
regulation and supervision
these
great corporations by stateof action.
regulation and supervision can
only be effectively exercised by a
sovereign whose Jurisdiction Is coextensive with the Held of work of the
corporations
that is, by the national
government. 1 believe that this regulation and supervision can be obtained by the enactment of law by
the congress.
(,ur 6leady
aim should be by legislation, cautiously and carefully undertaken, but
resolutely persevered in. to assert the
sovereignity of the national govern
ment oy amrmatlve action.
"This Is only In form an innovation. In substance it is merely a restoration; for from the earliest time
uch regulation of industrial actlvi
tif has been recognized In the action
of the lawmaking bodies; and all that
1
suppose is to meet the changed
conditions In such manner as will
prevent the commonwealth abdicating the power li hag always possessed, not only In this country, but also
In Kngland before
and since this
country became a separate nation.
It has been a misfortune that the
national laws on this subject have
hitherto been of a negative or pro- hibitlve rather than au affirmative
ln.-ur-

kind, and stlimore that they have
part sougm to prohibit what could
not be effectively prohibited.
and
have In., art In their prohibitions
confounded what should be allowed and what should not be allowed.
It is generally useless to try to prohibit all restraint on competition,
whether this restraint be reasonable
or unreiisonable; and where It Is not
useless It Us generally hurtful.
The successful prosecution of one device to evade the law immediately
develops another device to accomplish the same purpose.
What is
needed is not sweeping prohibition
good or bad,
of every arrangement,
which may tend t restrict competisupervision
tion, but such
and regulation as will prevent any
restriction of competition from being
to the detriment of the- public, as
well as such supervision and regulation as will prevent ether abuses In
no way connected with restriction of
competition."
I have called your attention' In
these quotations to what I have already said because 1 am satisfied
thut It is the duty of the national
government to embody in action the
principles thus expressed.
Interstate Commerce.
No small part of the trouble that
we have comes from carrying to an
extreme the national virtue of
of Independence In Initiative
and action. It Is wise to conserve
this virtue and to provide for its
fullest exercise, compatible with seeing that liberty does not become a
liberty to wrong others.
Unfortunately, this Is the kind of liberty that
the lack of all effective regulation inevitably breeds. The founders of the
constitution provided that the national government should have complete and sola control of interstate
commerce.
There was then practically no lnteintate business save such
as was conducted by water, and this
the nationul government at once proceeded to regulate in thoroughgoing
Conditions
and effective fashion.
have now so wholly changed that the
interstate commerce by water is insignificant
compared
with the
amount that goes by land, and almost all big business concerns are
now engaged in interstate commerce.
As a result, it can be but partially
and imperfectly controlled or regulated by the action of any one of
the several states; such action Inevitably
tending to be either too
drastic or else too lax, and in either
case ineffective for purpiwes of JusOnly the national government
tice.
can in thoroughgoing fashion exer
cise the needed control. This does
not mean that there should be any
extension of federal authority, for
such authorlly already exists under
the constitution in amplest and most
form; but It does mean
that there should be an extension
of federal activity.
This Is not advocating centralization.
It is merely
looking facts In the face, and realizing that centralization
In business
han already come and can not be
avoided or undone, and that the public at large can only protect Itself
from certain evile effects of this business centralization by providing better methods for the exercise of control through the authority already
governcentralized In the national
ment by the constitution Itself. Then
must be no halt In the healthy con
structive course of action which this
nation has elected to pursue, and has
steadily pursued, during the last six
years, as shown both In the legislation of the congress and the administration of the law by the department of Justice. The moet vital need
Is in connection with the railroads.
Aa to these, in my Judgment there
should now be either a national incorporation act or a law licensing
railway companies to engage in interstate commerce upon certain conditions.
The law should be so
framed as to give to the Interstate
commerce commission power to pass
upon the future Issue of securities,
while ample means should be pro
vided to enable the committsion,
whenever in its Judgment It Is neces
sary, to make a physical valuation of
any railroad. Aa I stated In my message to the congress a year ago, rail
roads should be given power to enter into agreements, subject to these
agreements being made public in
minute detail and to the consent of
the Interstate commerce commission
being first obtained. Until the naproper
assume
tional government
control of Interstate commerce. In
the exercise of the authority it already possesses, it will be impossible
either to give to or to get from the
railroads full Justice. The railroads
In

,

and all other great corporations will
do well to recognize that this control must come; the only question Is
as to what governmental body can
most wisely exercise It. The courts
will determine
the llmim within
which the federal authority can ex
ercise it. and there will still remain
ample work within each stste for
of
commission
that
the railway
state; and the national interstate
commerce commission will work In

harmony with the several state com
missions, each within Its own prov
luce, to achieve the desired end.
Imw.
Kliernuui Anti-TruMoreover. In my Judgment there
should be additional legislation look
lug to the proper control of the
great business concerns engaged in
interstate business, this control to be
exercised for their own benefit and
st

(Continued In $tiplctiicnt.)

JAPANESEAMBASSADOR SEGRETARY TAFT IS IN

e

-
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THE RUSSIAN

IS SUDDENLY GALLED

CAPITAL
f

Unlooked For Alovo of
ikado Causes Flurry In
Washington.

M-

Czar's Officials Tender Amer.
cans Cordial Welcome.

e,

AOKI HAS BEEN GOOD

ROUND OF OFFICIAL

FRIEND TO AMERICA
Washington, D. C, Uec. 3. Viscount Siu Zo Aokl, the Japanese ambassador to the United States, has
been recalled to Japan. He called
at the white house and state department, notifying the president and
Secretary Root of the fact.
Technically he has been sent for
by his glvcrnTnent to make a personal report as to (he feeling in this
country on the exclusion question.
Ambassador Aoki gave notice of
his recall practically at the same
time word was received of the sailing of the torpedo section of the
fleet destined for the Pacific.
Aokl
has been an unswerlng friend of the
United States throughout all the recent differences. He has been here
a little over a year and his recall so
soon can be taken as nothing but
an expression of disapproval of the
course he has been pursuing.
Mikado is Curious.
It is believed that the purpose of
the Japanese government is to secure from Viscount Aokl Information
which Commissioner Ishll could not
possibly have acquired during his
short stay in America regarding the
attitude of the administration here
with particular reference to measures recently applied by the Japanese government to restrict departure from Japan for Amerlcu of the
coolie element. Also that the Japa-nen- e
government deslrea a prudent
forecast of the likelihood of congressional action in the direction of
exclusion legislation. There is no official intimation that the ambassador
is not to return.
TWENTY-FIV- E

CHARREO

BODIES HAVE BEEN

Death List In Naomi Mine
Disaster Will Reach Fifty
It Is Believed.
Pittsburg, Dec. 3. Twenty-fiv- e
of
tho miners who were caught by an
explosion of tire damp early Sunday
night In the Naomi mine near Fiiy-ett- e
City, had been reached by the
at 4 o'clock this morning.
All were dead.
were charred almost
The bodie
beyond recognition. '
The rescuers have found n signs
of life anywhere.
The total number of victims Is believed to be between forty and fifty.

CALLS IS BEGUN
fct. Petersburg,
Dec. 3. Secretary
Tatt and party arrived here today
from Moi-coand were met by a
large deputation of officers and gov
ernment officials.
The party took quarters in the Hoby
tel Ueleurope and accompanied
representatives from the American
embassy, Including the charge d' affaires, started on a round of official

calls.
All the Russian newspapers devoted pace to the welcoming of Taft

and the tone of each is one of
mixed friendliness.

un-

CHICAGO WITHDRAWS

I

RACE FOR THE

Washington, Dec. S. (Special.- )The bill for statehood for New Mexico was Introduced by W. H. Andrews, delegate to congress, today.
It was bill number four.
The bill U quite similar In many
respects to the last statehood bill.
It provides for single statehood for
New
Mexico, however, and retains
the name of the slate of New Mexico.
The bill provides
the governor, the chief justice that
of
court and the secretary, apportion
the territory for the purpose of holding an election for delegates to a
constitutional
convention.
There
shall bo 113 delegates to the constitutional convention and the division
of the territory for their election
shall be according to population upon
the vote for delegate to congress in
the 1906 election, the apportionment
to be made on the sixth Tuesday after the passage of the enabling act
by congress.
The bill provides that twenty daya
after the passage of the measure b
congress, the governor shall issue &
proclamation calling the constitu
tional convention for the
Monday after tha election forthird
delegates.
Other provision contained In the
oiii are an appropriation
to. f.ve
million dollars, and nectlona of land
for the maintenance of public BcllooJs
as In the statehood bill of lflfifl
two million acres of faivd
with which the new state may liquidate the railroad bonded indebtedness of Grant and Santa Fe counties.
The new state must assume all
liabilities of the territory. The bill
also provides that the capital ahall
remain at Santa Fe unti the year
1920.
The governor, the chief Justice and
the secretary, according to the provisions of ihe bill, shall canvas the
election returns.
After the new state has prepared
and finally submitted its constitution,
the bill provides that the president
shall Issue a proclamation admitting
the new state not later than twenty
days after he has recived a copy of
the constitution.
At the general election
for the
adoption of the constitution, the bill
also provides for the election of all
state, county, precinct and other officers but that the legislature shall
elect two senators as Li done In other
stuteR.
The federal Judge, the U. S. district
attorney and the V. S. marshal shall
.
be appointed by the
The bill carries an appropriation
of J1S0.0OO for the expenses of the
first general election.
This bill will take the usual course
pacing to the proper committee but
Delegate Andrews has received assurance that It will receive as prompt
attention as Is consistent with the
great amount of business before con
gress and will be reported In due
order, for action ut the hands of that
prei-ident-

body.

REP. CONVENTION
Kansas Clly Sends Delegation
to Washington With $750-00-0
Check.
Chicago, Dec. 3. Chicago will not
send a delegation to Washington tomorrow to bid for the national republican convention.
seThe deputation of twenty-fiv- e
lected 10 obtain the convention disbanded last night after a conference.
it was decided that Chicago should
nut priftT intu rnmnplltlon
thj
other cities but through Congressman
louden should Mmply Invite the national committee to select Chicago as
tho place for the convention, guaranteeing a Hist class hall well financed.
A delegation from Kansas
City,
earning. It is said, a certified check
for 1750,000, passed through this city
on iu way to Washington
lo bind the convention.
LIFE LOST IN A

NEW YORK FIRE
New York, Iec. S. One man was
killed, another seriously injured and
three uthers overcome by a back
draft In a tire, which caused a loss
of Mu.uoo to a building In lileekcr
s reet today.
All tho Injure- - are firemen.
The dead man has has been Identified us llarinan Sieget, an employe
of a bakery in the building.

Washington, D. C, Dec. 3. The
house of representatives
assembled
today with but one object, namely to
listen to the reading of the presi
dent's message. The galleries showed the Interest of the public to be
almost as great aa on the opening
day. Payne, of New York, from the
committee appointed to notify the
president that congress was ready to
receive the communication, reported
that the message would soon be sent
to the house.
Speak- - Cannon read the following
telegram from Oklahoma:
"Oklahoma's first state legislature has just
been ordanized and inspired by the
fond reality of self government, sends
a greeting to the sixtieth congress of
the greatest nation on earth and conveys to its sister states a message of
progress and prosperity
and loyal
devotion to the union and the common good of all."
At the conclusion of the reading
the house broke out with applause
and recess was taken until 12:30
o'clock.
reconvening
On
the president's
secretary appeared
with the presi
message,
which was laid be
dents
fore the house and its reading begun by the clerk. In the meantime
printed copies of It were laid on the
desk of each member.
The Bcnate.
The annual message of the presi
dent was received In the senate at
12:43 o'clock and within a minute
the secretary had begun its reading.
The message was presented to the
senate by the assistant secretary to
the president, Lrftttea, who followed
Senators Allison and Teller, a com
mittee which made the turlomary
call upon the president.
Mr. Allison announced In impres
sive tones that the president had in
formed tliem that he would commu- (Continued tiu l'tifie

Kilit.)

Washington, D. C. Dec. i.
Jury in the case of Mrs. Annie The
f.
Hradlev who was charged with the
murder of former Senator Arthur M.
Brown, of Utah, at a local hotel.
8
December
last, this morning
brought in a verdict of not guilty.
The Jury reported In the court
room at 10:08 o'clock. When the
court asked If they reached a Verdict, the foreman
answered,
"We
have."
"What la your verdict, gentlemen?"
"Not guilty," was the answer.
Demonstration of applause followed the announcement.
ftlrs. Uradley was Immediately discharged from custody.
.Following
the ovation she left the court house
in an automobile.
In a few daya
she will Join her sister at Uoldliebl,

Nev.

1EXAS ADMISSION
STAND

WON'T
IN KANSAS

Topeka, Kan., Dec. S. Judge Dana
today decided In the case. In which
the atate of Kansas Is trying to prov
that the International Harvester Co.
trust existed, that the "Texas confession" of the company was not
as vitt'i.:-in U
'
case.
tin ttfe Texas case, which is similar to thls, the Harvester company
confessed a judgruont and paid a
fine of JS5.00J for violating the law
of the state.
,
.
W
nVi . n. ...... kA1 I . n .
of the line Imposed, by Texas was in
the nature of a compromise and not
a confession of guilt

ad-iti- sh

i'fnt
T-

V.

BURNS WON AND
WAS THEN HISSED
New York, Dec. I. 'Although giving Burns all credit for' defeating
"Ounner"
Molr in the. heavyweight
battle In London last night, the English press la not . pleased ,wih fel
victory, according to extracts from
Kngllsh papers
cubied r here this
morning1.
The Kngllsh believed Burns to be
an American while in reality he is a
Canadian. Hums attempted to make
a speech when he entered the ring
of the National Sporting club for the
purpose of explaining his nationality,
but he was hissed down. His victory
lust night after the fight, which all
admit was his from the third round,
was hooted.
.'

A

PASSENGER STEAMER
ON ROCKS OFF

People Were Transfarred to
Land In Baskets and
All Were Savec.
Halifax, N. S., Dec. 3. The admll-t- y
office will at once begin an investigation to place the blame, if any,
for the wreck of the Canadian Pacific steamer Mount Temple, which
struck, the Iahave ledges during a
snow storm yesterday.
The Indications are that the Mount
Temple will be a total loss.
The work of transferring passengers and the crew to the main luml
was resumed thl momii:s. The saving of nil the passengers, more than
600 In number, under a most
condition, Is regarded as a
unexcelled In tne annals of marine disasters of the North Atlantic.
When the ship struck the rocks,
hundnlH. among whom were more
than Zuo women and children, were
thrown into a panic.
Heavy feus swept over the ship
and for hours the passengers stood
waist deep In the water.
All suffered terribly from the cold.
A noun as order was restored a
linu u.m taken ashore and by means
of baskets, the women and children
were transferred to C'iron Hound indan-gi-ro- us

land.
ISeverul fishing schooners

assisted
and within three hours all had been
l.indtnl safely on the Ishiud without
accident.

aUrtJQUEIlQIIE

EVENING

C3ITI23IN.

TfEKUAY. IFXTFTVfnr.n

107

S.

8

FE TOWWSITE FOUR POINT DIVISION

i CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, SANTA

1,100 population, town four months old; 21 stall concrete roundhouse; $62,000 Harvey hotel, mission style; $30,000 concrete depot, mission style; $40,000
recreation building ;Jlarge concrete machine and car shops; 100 ton capacity ice plant for R. R. Co.; $42 ,000 concrete coal chutes. Numerous other railroad buildings
3-sto- ry

OF NEW MEXICO, OR TIIE BELEN CUT-OFCLOVIS WILL BE THE DIVISION FOR THE
MAIN LINE OF TIIE SANTA FE, THE PECOS
VALLEY LINE AND THE BROWN WOOD EXTENSION, THUS MAKING IT A DIVISION
POINT FOR THREE DISTINCT LINES OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM.
TIIE PECOS VALLEY TRACTS WILL BE
TAKEN UP BETWEEN TEXICO, NEW MEXICO, AND CAMEO, N. M., AND BE MOVED
vVEST EIGHT MILES TO MAKE CLOVIS

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, IS TILE NEW
SANTA FE DIVISION TOWNSITE, SITUATED
NINE MILES WEST OF TEXICO, NEW MEXICO, ON TIIE BELEN CUT-OF-

F.

SURFACE OF TIIE LAND ON
WniCII TIIE TOWNSITE IS 'LOCATED IS
LEVEL. CLOVIS IS SITUATED IN TIIE BEST
PORTION OF THE LEVEL FLAINS COUNTRY
AND IT IS TIIE CENTER OF TIIE BEST DRY
FARMING AND STOCK RAISING SECTION
ALL THIS
OF EASTERN NEW MEXICO.
HOMESTEADLAND IS SETTLED UPON BY
ERS WHO ARE IMPROVING THEIR LAND.
TIIE SANTA FE LAND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY HAS 213,000 ACRES OF RAILROAD
SCRIPT LAND, COMMENCING FIVE MILES
NORTH OF CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, WHICH
IS CONSIDERED TIIE FINEST FARMING
LAND IN EASTERN NEW MEXICO. THIS
S
LAND WILL SHORTLY BE OPEN TO
AND SOLD IN SMALL TRACTS ON
THE
TERMS TO SUIT THE PURCHASER.
MEXICO,
NEW
COUNTRY AROUND CLOVIS,
WILL COMMAND TRADE FOR FIFTY MILES
TO THE NORTH, THIRTY MILES TO TIIE
EAST, TWENTY MILES TO THE SOUTH AND
TWENTY-EIGHMILES TO THE WEST.
THERE IS A SETTLER ON EVERY ICO ACRES,
WHICH ASSURES ITS FUTURE RAPID
CLOVIS IS
GROWTH AND PERMANENCY.
ON TIIE MAIN TRANSCONTINENTAL LINE
OF THE SANTA FE WHICH IS CALLED IN
THIS TERRITORY, THE EASTERN RAILWAY

THE

TIIE NORTHERN DIVISION POINT OF THE
PECOS VALLEY LINE. TIIE BROWNWOOD
EXTENSION WILL BE RUN OUT OF CLOVIS
WHICH WILL GIVE A THROUGH LINE FROM
CALIFORNIA TO GALVESTON, TEXAJs. THE
RAILROAD COMPANY HAS RETAINED 320
ACRES FOR RAILROAD PURPOSES AND
THERE ARE EXTENSIVE MACHINE AND
CAR SHOPS BEING ERECTED AT CLOVIS
CLOVIS WILL BE TIIE FIRST DIVISION
POINT WEST OF AMARILLO, TEXAS, AND
TIIE SANTA FE HAS JUST COMPLETED A

HOME-SEEKER-

STALL ROUNDHOUSE, GRADED MILES OF SIDING AND YARDS, ARE
ERECTING A $30,000.00 CONCRETE
DEPOT AND A $62,000.00
HARVEY HOTEL AND $40,000.00 THREE-STORRECREATION BUILDING FOR RAILTIIE RECREATION
ROAD
EMPLOYEES.
BUILDING WILL HAVE A STANDARD LIBRARY, POOL AND BILLIARD HALLS, SWIMMING POOL, AUDITORIUM AND Ll
ALL
ROOMS FOR RAILROAD EMPLOYEES.
CONTHESE BUILDINGS ARE OF SOLID
CRETE AND TIIE LATEST STYLE OF MISTIIE COMPANY IS
SION ARCHITECTURE.
WELLS
TO SECURE
DRILLING TEN LARGE
TWENTY-ON-

E

TWO-STOR-

TWO-STOR-

Y

Y

Y

T

HAS TWO NATIONAL BANKS
WITH $25,000.00 AND $35,000.00 CAPITAL RESPECTIVELY. THERE IS A WATER, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND ICE COMPANY LOCATED
IN CLOVIS, OWNED AND CONTROLLED BY
RAILROAD OFFICIALS, WITH EQUIPMENT
A COMPLETE TELENOW IN OPERATION.
PHONE SYSTEM IN OPERATION CONNECTING WITH ALL ADJACENT
TOWNS AND
CLOVIS

PERSONAL

Paragraphs
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TRAINS

FREIGHT

111

OVER

CUT-O- FF

Ings were held In the Hotel
Shortly after the conclusion of
Wednesday night's session the announcement
was made that the
grlevames of the firemen had been
satisfactorily adjusted.
The trouble
arose over the question of representation, the firemen demanding that
member
of their organization be
given the privilege of having their
affairs looked after by the Firemen'
union.
L. Q. Gould,

chief clerk, to

position as timekeeper
machine shops.

Coaling and Watering Stations Being Rushed assenger
Service Soon.
-P-

the first of the month
and the much talked of
train service between Al
buquerque and ltognell has not been
inaugurated it cannot be long until
will be
regular passenger trains
as on
running over the Belen cut-oin average of about three freight
trains a week have been going over
for the last month or o.
the cut-oTrainmen are authority for the
statement that last week a tralnload
of sheep watt uhlppeu from Helen to
Alamoba, Texas, by way of Texico,
and an average of three trains of
freight a Vk via Texico have been
for the last
received on the cut-omonth or more.
Coaling ftatlons and water tanks
are be:ns put up with all speed. Two
acheduled mixed trains now run over
the cutoff daily from one terminal
o another.
Although

has

Mas-

ter Mechanic Peden of the Santa Fe
Central at Escancla, has accepted a

paused

ULHHfcngcr

ff

ff

KILLS

HER-IN-LA-

in

the local

THEN

SUICIDES

La Junta, Colo., IKc. 2. Following a family quarrel. K. K. Abeyta
yesterday shot and killed his mother-in-laMrs. Jose Lucero, fired a shot
at his wife and then tent u bullet
through his own head, killing himAccording to Mrs.
self lnetantly.
Aheyta. her husband was under the
influence of liquor and few words
about his condition preclpated the
chootlng.

Mrs. Mary Orepory Murray, a musician, of Now York, talked at the
reading room last night on "SearchStudy." She
lights H Modern Mu-.iiappeared u:i tier the auspices of the
of
the
reading room department
tSania i''c. It U understood the Santa Fe will furnlli a weekly entertainment for the men here this winti-u-

i?t.

i ss

.i;i

ham:

Iwui. Mj.,

i

:

BITTERS

ai.hti:i.
There will

be no iriko of firemen on the Missouri l'acltlc, trouble having been
averted through the efforts of Chas.
y.
NeiU, United States labor commissioner, nod Martin A. Knap;), chairman of the interstate commerce cumin lesion.
official
These two government
Tuesday and Wednesday were in con.
w
ith the ollU lals of the
fereni e
Urothei hood of Locomotive Firemen
and Knginenien and representatives
of the railroad company.
The company was represented by
manager,
general
A. V. Sullivan.
and M. Lt. C'lardy, general counsel.
represented by
were
The firemen
Grand Chief Hanrahan and Assis- Diilon.
The meettant Grand Chief

e
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THEY HA VE COME
.
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-

man-.tseiiie- -a

That Fine line of

Upholstered Goods,
Couches, Davenports
Morris Chairs and that

Fine Assortment of
Rockers, Dining
Chairs, etc.

Cnm and

out

pU--

and

)

the

ersi. wivcH.

Hixtertt

broilxTs.
wilt I'll.

Wo liave ttieni

fathor, husbands

Hwtxt-lirart- s,

and
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Keep Your Eye on Futrelle
CASH OR PAYMENTS.

:

::

:

1T

KXD

VIADUCT.

FQTRELIL.B FURNITURE CO.
K)OOOjO0000000
01

J. D. E&tlB, President.
(I. Gloml, Vie Presldemt.

O.

IUrieckl,

TTMmT'---

,

ConsoHdated Uquor Company
neeMOra to
MIL'.NI A EAKIN, and BACH EC HI
QIOtl.
WMOLKBALK DIALER IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt

1

'

la stock to outfit
kpmosttvrythlng
fastidious bar oouipltta

tbo

fr

3.
Hve ben ippo'ntstf excluslv apentt In the outrtw.w.
Schlltz, Wm. I.smp nd 8t. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Vllowft3.
f..
Gresn River, V. H. McBraysr's Cedar Prook, LouJt Hunter, T. J.
arch, and other atandard trund of whisklft tco nutu!.! te n
WE ARE NOT COMPCUNDEK.
Sut e'l tbe frirht article a received by us from tie bt-- i t. iaerlou,
D'.tf.llerlfeg and Brcwer et in tfce
6d tn.t ';. Can ad
ti
r.t
etock aa Price-- - or rtt tsx Iliuatrarsl
irsue'i to dm.!er only.

r.

c'!.

Cr.'-tlcjuo

ik

lLftt
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AGENTS WANTED. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS,

Scou-ii-lrlK-

h.

W

F

BETWEEN
SHORTEST
CHICAGO
AND
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND GALVESTON,
TEXAS, AND NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA,
AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
IT WILL
ALSO CARRY ALL TIIE PACIFIC AND ORIENTAL MAIL WHICH IS NOW BEING
LARGELY HANDLED BY TIIE ROCK ISLAND
AND SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

CXX3QCOCXX)CXXDOCXXX)COCOCXXXTP

Socorro and
Socorro County

LONG DISTANCE LINES. THERE ARE THIRTY-FIVE
BUSINESS HOUSES, SIX HOTELS
AND ROOMING HOUSES, FOUR LUMBER
YARDS, THREE LIVERY STABLES, COLD
STORAGE AND OTHER BUILDINGS
ALREADY ERECTED. CLOVIS HAS NEARLY
ELEVEN HUNDRED POPULATION, IS FOUR
MONTHS OLD AND GROWING VERY FAST.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A BUSINESS LOCATION OR A NEW TOWN FOR INVESTMENTS, LOOK THE SITUATION OVER AT
CLOVIS. THE LOTS BEING OFFERED 'FOR
SALE ARE ALL RESIDENCE LOTS AND CAN
BE PURCHASED AT FROM $70.00 TO $00.00,
PER LOT, ONE-HALDOWN, THE BALANCE
IN SIX MONTHS AT EIGHT PER CENT INTEREST.
ON ALL SALES OVER $500.00 10
PER CENT DISCOUNT IS ALLOWED. ON
ALL CASH SALES, 10 PER CENT DISCOUNT
ALLOWED. CLOVIS WILL MAKE A CITY OF
TEN THOUSAND POPULATION IN A FEW
YEARS. TniS IS TIIE BEST PROPOSITION
EVER OFFERED IN NEW MEXICO FOR
SMALL INVESTMENTS AND NOW IS THE
TIME TO PURCHASE THESE LOTS, AS THE
PRICES WILL
DOUBLE
WITniN SIX
MONTHS' TIME.
E. J. CARLIN, GENERAL MANAGER FOR
THIS PROPERTY, WILL BE HERE FOR
ABOUT TWO WEEKS AND WILL BE LOCATED IN THE OFFICE OF MAYNARD GUNSUL,
ALBUQUERQUE COMMERCIAL CLUB BUILDING, PHONE NO. 145.
CALL AT ABOVE
NAMED OFFICE OR PHONE YOUR" ADDRESS, AND MR. E. J. CARLIN WILL CALL
AND SEE YOU.

TIIE CONCRETE COAL CHUTES, COSTING $4,200.00, ARE HALF COMPLETED AND
ARE THE LARGEST WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER. THERE ARE NUMEROUS
OTHER RAILROAD IMPROVMENTS TO BE
STARTED, BUT THE ENGINEERS' REPORTS
HAVE NOT BEEN COMPLETED AND WE
CANNOT GIVE DATA ON THE SAME. AS
SOON AS THE BELEN CUT-OFF- AND CONNECTING LINES OF CLOVIS ARE COMPLETED, THE COMPANY WILL PUT ALL OF ITS
EXTRA CALIFORNIA FAST PASSENGER,
FREIGHT AND PERISHABLE FRUIT TRAFFIC ON THIS LINE, WHICH WILL BE TIIE

grand Jury of this district, received
telegraphic
yesterday
notification
that his presence In the national
capital was Imperatively needed and
to return there at once. Accordingly
Solicitor General Hoyt left the capital for Las Vegas where he remained for a few hours consulting with
tXXXXXXXXJCXXXXDOCXXXXIOCXXXXJ
U. S. District Attorney
David J.
Leahy on official matters and leav(Arrivals at the Winkler Hotel: F.
Becker, Jr., of Belen, was an ing
John
noon
east.
today
at
for
Len-nothe
P. Medley, Magdalena; W. P.
Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
San Antonio; J. K. Stevens, Kaeman
McMlllen,
H.
Judge
Daniel
tun; Jose Garcia,
8. inent lawyer of Las Cruces, was in
Magdalena;
CONGRESSMAN CARTER
Hecht. Denver; Carl O. Heller, Den- Santa
Fe yesterday.
ver; Wm. Pender, Magdalena;
Ben
iMr. and Mrs. Alfred Grutufeld. of
N.
McClure,
Magdalena;
Wilbur
Kyer, Denver; It. F. Hamilton, Den- this city, were registered at the PalLIDS IN CAPITAL
ver; C. W. Wright, Albuquerque; W. ace hotel in Santa Fe yesterday.
clty
was
Manning,
in the
Col. II. E. Twitchell
J. Kenwood. Denver; i. W.
Albuquerque; Jas. T. Stalker, San yesterday hobnobing with the local He la Part Chickasaw Indian and
of the National Irrigation
Marcial; Itobt. I. Sife, Ulenwood, N. members
Part
and a
M.; Jas. K. Waudill, Deming; C. H. congre-s- .
which meets in this city
Democrat.
H. next October.
ALlalre, San Antonio; Dr. Geo.
Bacon, San Antonio.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. SulWashington, D. C, Dec. S. Chas.
for
baby girl was born livan left Santa Fe yesterday
An eight-poun- d
Carter, the new representative in
to Mr. Van Dusen on
the 29th; points In Sandoval, Bernalillo, Sier- D.
congress
of the fourth Oklahoma
both mother and baby are getting ra and Dona Ana counties on official district,
has arrived in this city and
improvealong nicely. Mrs. Van Dusen is the business pertaining to the
with his private secretary, Clyde C.
sister of Frank Sickles, with whom ment of the Klo Grande.
Downing, is registered at the La
she i. spending the Wfnter. Her home
Miss Julia Chrlstensen, of Los AnMr.
Carter is
Is in Pachuca, Mexico, but ahe came geles, Cal., who has been
In
the
Chickasaw and Cherokee Inhere to give her children the beneiit Capital City for Borne time as the dian,
Scotch-lrlaand
of the American schools.
guest of her sister, Mrs. Chartes C.
has an interesting family
Karl Humeston, who came here Catron, expects to leave for her. history, He
being
a
of Nadescendant
from Denver last January for his home Wednesday.
than Carter, Sr., who was captured
health is confined to his bed with a
Dr. C. H. Connor, successful osteo- when a small by by Shawnee Indians
severe attack of pleurisy. Mr. Humes-ton- 's pathic
valley ma.ssaere,
praetleloneer of Albuquerque, at Lackawanna
home Is In Gould City, Mich. spent yesterday
when all the other members of the
in Santa F on offiHe is accompun.ed by ills mother.
except
family
were killed.
sister,
president
a
the
of
business.
Is
cial
He
W. V. White, secretary for H. C).
Hoard of Osteopathy and Mr. Carter Is a widower and has four
Bursum is confined to his bed with a Territorial
living.
He Is a supporta session of the board yes- children, all
severe cold. Mr. White came to this attended
er of Bryan and expects him to win
terday afternoon.
country for his health.
by a handsome majority.
Oscar C. Watson, superintendent of
meeting nf
The regular quarterly
Mil u.
Life Insurance company
A ltellaldo ItciiMMly for Croup.
will
be the
the county commissioner
In
New MexWith the dry, cold weather ot the
held here on the firs: Monday in ico, the district tocomprising
an
Fe
Santa
after
returned
early winter months, parents of crou-r- y
January, when they will pass on the
of four weeks yesterday, durchildren should be on the alert
bills for the hint quarter of 1907 and ing which
visited
he
axencles
lime
payment.
for ominous symtoms. There it. no
warrants for their
This Is something which has not been In the southern part of the territory. cause for anxiety, however, when
done In Socorro county for the last
Judse John It. McFie left Santa Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is kept
ten or twelve years and reflects great Fe yesterday morning for Velanie In the home. Jf this medicine
t
is
as child becomes
pre.-eiihoard,
on
which
the
credit
ne ,,uni e Df niakhig a person-coin- ), nlven as soon
used of Messrs David Farr, Kl- - a
investigation inu
the circuin- - hoarse or even after the croupy
has appeared, the attack may
fetto Aram. Jo and Pedro S. 'onireras. ft'iiiee
nnected with the murder cough
off. Mr?. S. Koslnthal, of
Mrs. r.lai k niKt.iti will entertain a. of Miss Tempteton, who was
the bo wardedMichigan,
says: "We hnve
Turner.
Venumber of her fr end at w hist this j H:iptl-- t missionary teacher
t
Coucrh medicine
larde and the report of wlnw mur- used Chamberlain's
Alfor ourselves anil children for several
K A. Avery, proptlctor
of the
der reache here this morning.
very
it
vents
and
like
to
much. I think
len hotel, at
returned
Hon. Henry M. Hoyt, solicitor gen- It Is the only remedy for croup and
Hi it pi. ice this
Mr. Avery
was
of
who
he i'nited States,
can highly recommend It." For sale
will .soon resume ' his residence i:i eral
in Santa
for a week on by all druggists.
iSocorm, as he has decided to fcive up a visit-i(luoftieial
Investittinir
hiliiisines
Majj'lalena
in
sj
return
liui.in
and
st mis of certain Indictments returnMonarch canned toods at
here, where he will assume the
Crocery Co.
of ihe W'.nkler hotel and ed about a month ago by the C S.
,
hou-eare
k
ttie I' n
nhicli places
nmv
conducted by his wife.
la to love rli;!.ivfr:, anJ no ho.
ir. Haeon, of San Antonio, was in
hitiii to iv, lie bettig called here as
cm be coiv.;lci . '.y happy 't
a w it no In the shootiim all'i'.iy which
that low it some time ago
out them, yet thoorJeal throti;
In nlii.-iMrs. I, .mis Peralto sliet a
s
which the emr-i-tanl'.ulitlo.
y.uniH
hi ef 'I'll. ins
motlii
t'tiit nrtss usually is so luil of sufferiu.'
When the Stomach. Heart, or Kld- i.ey nerves yet weak, tti.'ii these or- tiaavi' a:i.l fear th;t sh.; louks forwa-t- o
aV
alwtiys l'iill.
iuii't drug the
the critical hour with apprehensi
stiiinaeh. nor stimulate the iieart or,
Kidneys.
That is simply a make-- j
and
drea.l. Mother's Pri-n- d,
by its per .
isl.ifi. (let n prescription known to'
h UKKists everywhere as Dr. Whoop's
irvy properties, allays tutmea, tic: vousness, a::,
tn
Ui stoi at ve.
The Kestoraiive is pre-- I
thiijrs, and so prepares the system for tL
pared i xpreskiy for thesy w eak ln-- s
iie nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
ord
lasses through
He-build them up with Lr. Snoop's
i
storatlve tablets or liquid und see the
.f)
:
ami With but
li'iv nuickly help will come. Free
'
H
sample te t sent on reoue-- t by Ir. littl
numbers have
Ulj
Sli.uai
Ifuelrif
Viiiii htf.'illtl
L
testi
"it is orth
U surely worth this simple test. Sold
by all dealers.
per
l." 51.00
its t
Our shirt and collar work Is perCook cent
boUl,
fect.
Our "DOMICfe'riC FINISH" is
a
mailed
free.
vain
the proper thing. We lead others
follow.
1 0.1 CO., U!cnta, Ca.
TKC fc
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

ALL TOE WATER THAT WILL BE REQUIRED FOR RAILROAD PURPOSES, THE SUPPLY BEING INEXHAUSTABLE.
THE RAILROAD COMPANY WILL ERECT A ONE HUNDRED TON ICE PLANT FOR ICING REFRIGERATOR AND PASSENGER CARS.

The best proof of the
merit of the Bitter in found
6 in its
tvir increasing popularity atitonp; sick folks. For
54 years it lias been making people well and is just
as effective today. It cures
Poor Appetite, Indigestion, costivenes;, Liver
Troubles, Female Ills,
Colds & Malarial Fever.
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Native ami Chicago Lumber. Klicrw
r,
Lime, fcnu'iit,
Ituildins Putter,

THE'

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Lcxnber. Glass, Cement anil Rex Flintkote Rcafinz

First and Marquette

Alfeaqeerqoe, New Mexico
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ADDRESS WOOL

Wyoming Association Conven-Howill Meet January

t
T

n

By buying Stoves, Ranges. Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc.jatj

10th and Uth.
Cheyenne, Wye, Dee. J. The call
for the fourth annual convention of
the Wyoming Wool Urowera" association, which will be hold In Laramie
on Friday and Saturday, Jan. 10 and
It, ha been Issued from the headquarters here. Among; the speakers

Tlhe Great Oosimg' Omit Sale'

Invited are Secretary Garfield of the
interior. Secretary Wilson of the
of agriculture, Chief For-niPinchot, Chief Melvin of the
Industry,
Prof.
bureau of animal
and
Rommel, chief husbandman,
t'.her leading offtjia's if tho government.
have been Invited to
The railroa-dsend their ablent representatives to
law and railroad
calk on the
It is understood
service generally.
the program will Include a number
of big sheep shippers, who will c
of the workings of the
with livestock
law and of service
shipments.
Solicitor McCabe of the department
of agriculture will discus the legal
phase of the
law. An effort
Is to be made to agree upon needed
Amendments to the law, for it is unsociety,
derstood that the Humane
tht- - father of the law, is not entirely
deworkings
and
satisfied with its
sires some changes.
Representatives of the wool manufacturers will attend both the I ,h ramie and Helena meetings of the sheep
men and discuss the public land policy .tariff on wool and other Important subjects of mutual Interest.
Wool buyers and others will be
present at both meetings to discuss
the best methods of handling wool.
During the state convention at lax-aml- e
there will be held a sheep show
of conHiderable magnitude.
tate
At the conclusion of the
meeting the woolgrowers will leave
Ijaramie in a special train and go direct to the national meeting at Helena.
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Grocers

I

I.

Substitute

by Special

108,600 pounds tinned peas.
Washington, D. C, Dec. . Hear necessary for the feeding of the men
on the outward cruise:
108.600 pounds tinned corn.
"Fighting
Evans,
D.
Robley
Admiral
85. 000 pounds condensed milk.
160,400 eggs.
on
marketing
22,000 pounds country sausage.
108,500 turkeys.
Bob," haa a big Job of
prunes.
22,000 pounds
56,000 pounds tinned peaches.
his hands.
300,000 pounds pork.
55.000 pounds tinned apricots.
The big fleet of United States bat65,000 pounds evaporated milk.
300,000 pounds mutton.
tleships, 15 in all, will sail from
108,000 pounds tinned tomatoes.
100,000 pounds butter.
Hampton Roads on Dec. 18. The
66,000 pounds tinned LJma beans.
1,250,000 pounds flour.
voyage will cover 14,000 miles In apsugar.
1,500,000
65,000
pounds
pounds tinned string beans.
Officers
proximately three montns.
108,600 pounds onions.
13,000 pounds fresh pork tenderand men will total 14,338.
8,230,000 pounds beef.
loin.
problem
of feeding this
The
In addition there will be fruits
10.000 gallons catsup.
aboard-shl- p
colony la not a small
potatoes.
500,000
meal,
.pounds
salt, spices, etc., to the amount
"Fighting Bob" did some tall
one.
600,000 loaves of bread.
of perhaps an additional
6u,uu
figuring before he was ready to visit
66,000 pounds sauer-krau- t.
pounds. In all the food stuffs alone
the market houses.
pears.
55,000 pounds tinned
will weigh nearly 9,000,000 pounds.
Here is what he estimates will be

I

evet

twenty or thirty
a minute" says
Coffee" Is real-- Imitation ever
grain of real
Health Coffee
Tt pure toasted
malt, nuts,
'ool an expert
ngly drink It
dealers.

lm
cerea
etc. Re
were he
for Coffee.

Photograph taken at Itrooklyn Navy Yard

Trial Catarrh treatments are be
PASSES AWAY. ing mailed out free, on request, by
2. Majof Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests
Oolo.,
Denver,
Dec.
Jacob Downing, a pioneer and noted re proving to the people without
fighter,
Sunday
at a penny's cost the great value of
died here
Indian
the age of 77 years.
this scientific prescription known ' to
DeWltt's little Early Risers are druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
the beet pills made. Sold by J. H. Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all deal
ers.
O'RIelly.

,

PIONEER

Gross 'Kelly
(Incorporated)

IDEA

BORN--A- N

ROUT THE RAREST THING THAT EVER HAPPENS IN
THIS OI.I WOULD OF OURS. IS THE IMRTII OF A
NEW IDEA. AM THE FORTITNATE POSSESSOR OF A FINE
I.AKC.E OXE IS WORTH MORE TO HIMSELF AND MORE TO THE
WORLD THAN TUE SANTA EE RAILROAD.
ISYOHOIiOGISTS. WHO MAKE A RrSIKEKS OF SORTING
OIT IDEAS AND SPYING INTO THE WAYS THEY ARE
HORN, SAY THAT AFTER YOU PASS THE AGE OF
DAYS ARE ETERNALLY
ABOUT TWENTY, YOUR
OVER. IF YOU ARE STILL ON THE TENDER SIDE OF
THIS AGE AND ARE WISE YOU MAY WISH TO
READ THIS STATEMENT AGAIN.
NOW THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN CARRIES IDEAS IN
STOCK.
WHERE THEY CAME FROM AND WHO THEIR
PARENTS ARE, IS NEITHER HERE NOR THERE. SOME
OF THEM HUN ALONG THE LINES OF BUSINESS
BIH.DING AND TRADE GETTING. THIJSE IDEAS WILL
BE SOLD, LEASED OR RENTED TO THE PUBLIC, FOR
CASH OK ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
THEY KEEP A YOUNG FELLOW AROUND THE OFFICE.
VM PAY MIM EVERY WEEK, TO DO NOTHING BUT
IXX)K AFTER THE ADVERTISING. THERE IS NOTHING
HE LIKES BETTER THAN TO HAVE SOME ONE COME
IN AND SAY: "HERE I WANT TO SPEND $50.00
EVERY MONTH IN ADVERTISING. I WISH YOU WOULD
TAKE THE WHOLE THING OFF MY HANDS, AND RUN IT AS
YOU THINK BEST. I HAVE OTHER MATTERS TO
ARE FOR, AND YOU PROBABLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT THAN I. ANYWAY."
A NUMBER OF ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS MEN HAVE
ALREADY MADE SUCH ARRANGEMENTS MORE ARE
1MHNG IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT, WHO
ATTEMPTS TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING, FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH OTHER CHANNELS, INFORMED US ONLY
YESTERDAY TILAT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT HAS KI N, HAS NETTED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY' FOIl THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTI Ui.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IV
DIRECT. IMMEDIATE RETURNS. IS A iOOD INVESTMENT,
BECAUSE YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK, AND
THE EXTENDED PIT1LICITY TO BOOT. BIT WHEN
RESULTS ARE SUCH AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTING IJTTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAN IN THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
GI1AV
THE FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE
KING. IN CONVERSATION
THE STUBBLES. DUKE, THE TOBACCO
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: -- I BEGAN I JFK ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE, A BLIND MULE AND
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION
TEN IH)LLAHS.
BUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLION IN
IMLLAR.S.
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
ADVERTISING."
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING TILAN MR. KI KE,
AND THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS .
FORESIGHT. SHOULD NOT 6UOCEED AS WELL. IF THERE IS,
IT IS AN OIJ SAW,
STATE IT TO YOURSELF, AND BE CONSOLED.
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."
BUT A KEEN CUTER, TILAT SAYS:
A

IDEA-BEARIN-

COiid
DISTRICT COURT

Henrys Sued
a
Attorney's fr'wi MilntOhii
Wanttt 1LU Money.
Nicolas Anaya, found guilty of
wife abandonment at the last term
of the district court ar
on whom
sentence was cuapended on promise
of good behavior, was brought before
Judge Abbott yesterday and sentenced to six months in the county jail.
Anaya and Mrs. Anaya, after the former's dismissal from court, went to
the home of the latter, the husband
dlsappearang again. She had not
heard of him antll he was brought
before the court.
lAttorney Harvey B. Fergus.on hat
has brought suH against John A.
Henry and Alonxo C. Henry for
attorney's fees, and the costs of
the action.
William Mcintosh, through hi.i attorney, W. B. Chllders. haa brought
suit against Francisco Luoero y Mon-loy- a
to collect $367.18. alleged to be
due on a promissory note.
Incorporation papers for the
Cloak Co., of 618 West Central avenue, were filed with the probate clerk yesterday.
The capital
Htock is placed at $5,000 and Alanaon
K. Ferguson. C.
Arthur Caldwell,
Hwnry H. Furth. Monte L. Strauss
and P. H. Klein are named as the
Incorporators.
An-ay-

HAIR DRESSER AND CHIROPO ccmoamcmcmomoiKymomcmotQm
DIST.
Mrs. BamMnl. at ner parlors oppo
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
site the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to rive
.
MALL. Proprietor
thorough acalp treatment, do hair
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Vkm-Ingdressing, treat corns, bunions and In
growing nails.
Pulleys, Grade Ban, Babbit Afatal) Column aad Irosj
She gives massagt
Mr
treatment and manicuring.
Fronts for Buildings.
Bambini's own preparation of com
moom om mimlmm mm mill mtmmMtmmrw m
plexion cream builds up the skin and
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquers.ua, ml Kb
Improves the complexion, and Is
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonlo that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores Ufa to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
W.
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of tht
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
S
Weal Silver Avenue.
o
Ttoleobona
aIjbuo, u jerque, new Mexico.
A Hard Debt to Pay.
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
can never be paid off." writes G. 8.
Clark, of Westfield, low a. for my
rescue from death, by Dr. King's
New Discovery. Both lungs were so
"OIJ KKLIABUs.
ISTABLISHKD H71
seriously affected that death seemed
Imminent, when I commenced tak
Lm
ing New Discovery.
The ominous
dry. hacking cough quit before the
first bottle used, and two more bottle made a complete cure." Nothing haa ever equaled New Discovery
for coughs, colds and all throat and
(Guaranteed by
lung complaints.
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
all drugglcts, 80c and $1.00.
Trial
hottes free.
CarrtM tie largest and Moat xclusiva Stock of Btapte Grocer We im
t tka oatawaet.

G

s,

. PATTERSON

S11-S1-

e, putmhy

.

$1.-E4- 0,

Am-eilc-

I.INGKR1NO COLD.
But
WliliMMxl
Otltor Treatment
Qukkly Cured by Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
"Last winter I caught a very severe cold which lingered for weeks,"
.1
Trmihrt. of Zenhvr. Onta
nvi
"My cough was very dry an!
rio.
harsh. The local dealtr recommendRemedy
Cough
ed Chamberlain's
and guaranteed It, so 1 gave it a
cured
of
One
bottle
it
small
trial.
Cough
I believe Chamberlain's
me.
Remedy to be the best I have ever
used." This remedy Is for sals by
all drurgisea.

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas
,

'

COLORADO

V

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers
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Ixxuling lVxxi Supplies on Battionh Ip lioulnlana.

m produced by
e. Wis.
Tou

Mont ha fur

1 J
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Wholesale

a

Owing to the large number of students in attendance, many coming
from so great a distance that they
j could not afford to go home for the
holidays, the Tyler Commercial College of Tyler, Texas, will continue
school right thru the holdays, with
the exception of Xmas day, for those
who do not care to be absent on
Xmas week. This arrangement also
-Appendicitis
cables --new students to enroll at any
Ing December, take up the Is due In a large measure to abuse
- very best advantage, and
drastic
ut Interruption during of the bowels, by employing
purgatives. To avoid all danger, us
'0 wants to enter only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
"ered from getting safe, gentle cleanser and lnvlgora-tor- s.
g to the tempor-ma- y
Guaranteed to cure headache,
come right
Tig such money biliousness, malaria and Jaundice, at
drug
stores. 26c.
all
"mmand, in the
r or currency,
arrangements

tr

Gross Kelly & Co.
(Incorporated)

THE CHRISTMAS

feix

POUNDS OF F

CONTINUE

Y-WILD

BERNALILLO

7,000,000

FOR

THE WHOLESALE

Weak Kidneys
vt.

Waak Kldnm. nnlT nnfot n mmmti
Warns. lb kldnart. Hie tbelsart, aad the
Btonach, aud thair wakna, aot la the orsaa
Itnelf. but '.n the dsttm thft armtml m.i.A
and atrwitUMa them. Dr. shoop's EastofaUT Is
a DMdteuie tpaciflcmlty prepared to ntea tbces
eontrolUuf Durrw. To doctor ths Kldnejs alone,
b futUs. It Is a waste ui uma. sad ol bhsmi m
well.
If your back aches or b weak. If ths ailne
eoaMi. orltdarkaadetroiLa.liyoubavetrniptonii
of Brirhte or other Slutrowing or dausatout kid.
oer ditefcM, try
Shoop Roetomive
mootb
TsbleU or Uquld-- nd
tx whst it ou sad will
-do tut too. DrusciM
A sad sail

LATE-COME-

ADVERTISE

IN

THE

ISSUED
'

WHEN

PEOPLE

ALBUQUEBQUE
AT
HAYE

AN

I.

"it

tr. Shoop's

CITIZEN

GROCER

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVXNina,

ALBUQUIRQUE.

N. M.

Convenience - Comfort r Security
-

Tba telephone snake

the
.datUa Uffbt, ttMeanalaaa
aa4 tha vrorrtoe fewer.

Tba

telophope

jomt health, prolsag

and protects year bona,

HOUR

EsCstorativQ

TIME TO READ

sn3

"ALL DRUGGISTS"

TOU ITIQJa A TWJBPHONB IN TOfJR HOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
0"O30tKOaK3ax

ai

page pom.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

CTITZEU.

ti

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

IM

There are about a- - many conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
time" as there are individuals, but there Is one place in New Mexico, not
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
very fnr from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
for.
That place Is the Valley Ranch, at I'ecos, New Mexico.
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico. are looking
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs,
guns, traps, tackle, nil at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing in
the territory.
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
you please.
W. S. STRICKLER
WILLIAM F, BROGAN go asYou'll
find plenty of company there, agreeable and refined. If you are
PRESIDENT
MANAGING EDITOR
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
Conditions Ideal for recuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
You CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANY
WAY YOU FIX IT.
SmsCKIPTIOX KATES
Inquire nl The Citizen Office for further particular, or address The
Valley Ranch.
On year by mall In advance
..95.00
One month bjr mnll
50
One month by carrier wllhjii city limits
60
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"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
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nternaticna) Congress

The proponed International congress for tha purpose of Retting together
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Rugs

-
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Crockery

-

We Have the Largest and Best Line of House Furnishing Goods in the Southwest

AND

What

THE PRICE

tho Goods

In New Mexico and the best

er

tin? Southwest.

"we ;f.t

jMium

.i.

..BLOCK-Furnitur-

of Albuquerque, X. M.,

THK AIJtVQlT.RQlE CITI7.EX IS:
Ttio leading Republican dnlly nrul weekly news-pape-r
of tlic Southwest.
The advueme of licpiibllcun principles anil the "Square Deal."
THK AIJUQlERQtE CITIZEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department in Xew Melco.
Tlie latest reports by Asxociutcd Pro an Auxiliary New Service.
V

Dtx-irmir.-

H.
STRONG
STRONG

.

-- ntloc

e-ia- y.

Xo

other

nui uumg uut or Dusmess

food

deteriorates so
rapidly n tlio OyHter. It habitat Is
eoolncws) and
the neenn. It reqiih

We Meet All Competition!!

from exposure to
the air In order to retain lu delicate
llaor mid lu wholcMoniciiCMfi. SEAL-RIIII- T
OYSTERS are brought direct to u from the rlioice beds of
Amerua. They are nliueked into
ixwcclalii cases, scaled and packed In
lee, which never comes In contact
with the oysters. The use. ot the
Sculshipt carrier Is the secret of
tlHir suicrlorlty.
absolute

freedom

All Stoves and Ranges

25

.Discount

representatives of all nations to discuss the conservation of all natural re.
oarces, can not fall but to result in great good.
That this organJsation will be effected during the National Irrigation
Congress In this city. Is an honor which Albuquerque little dreamed of at
the time our hard working delegates securd the congress, for us. The study
of Irrigation, of the administration of forests and of coal land9 and other

.TbMksgiviiig Sale.Cotlety,

6 inch Stove pipe - -6 inch Stove pipe elbows

Croat resources, is one of the most complex In our present day life.
The greater the number of men who get together for the purpose of
discussing such matters the better, but when they are Joined In an International alliance for that purpose the good which will result can be plainly
en.
In many of the countries of Europe, the conservation of resources, has
been a study for years and years.
In America it has onJy recently become
a question or gr.eat Importance.
(America can learn much from other!
countries along those lines while there is no doubt that the older countri
will beneUt greatly by the Tankee ingenuity, which this nation has
MM
in this matter as in all others.
Xt is to be hoped that the many countries- asked to send delpjriites to
Some more Kream Klips. Every. this big congress
will see fit to do so and that Albuquerque may'see such body, likes them. Richelieu Grocery.
an organization formed here next year.
Just received plain buckwheat
The National Irrigation Congress of this country is already one of the flour in bulk, alo prepared buckwheat In packages. Richelieu Gro
most powerful organizations In America.
It has beeh mhde so by the cery.
enthusiasm and. the work of its members.
Jt has moreover been, found to
Regular meeting of the Ladies Aid
". b
t the greatest aid not only to the government but tyjf individuals and to
of the Lutheran church In
conijmunitia, Dy bringing many funds of knowledge Mtd experience Into a society
the
church parlors tomorrow afterVcownon channel from which all could profit.
noon at 2:30 o'clock.
jiAlbuauerque is making preparations to enteialn the congress as be- There will be a reirular meeting
jeornes Its dignity andj iportance.
Thla city car not do bo alone perhaps, of the Knights of
tomor
outjir It tan ndt. tthet-- is, no doubt that it will receive aid from, other por- - row night. ElectionColumbus
of officers for
fitlon ot the territftrv.t
the ensuing year.
fy.
JWfille the fcoitvehtng of the congress J Albuquerque is of prime Im- -i
The regular monthly
business
portane Jto the city, at the same time itJa of Immense importance
to the meeting of the women of St. John's
whole territory and should be appreciated as such.
Guild will be held at the vestry
Albuquerque, as the 'metropolis ofNew Mexico, will take care of the rooms tomorrow afternoon
at 3
In, royal fashion, and; such afeistance aa may be rendered by other o'clock.
, congress
T. N. Gimperling and N. H. West- t communities In th.e territory will benone the less appreciated.
"" '
cott of Denver, who arrived here
.
0
Friday In a bw touring car en route
The brutal murder ot a lrhfe woman at Velarde a told in Tha Citixen to Biabee, Ariz.,
a break down
yesterday filled the hearts tff every one with horror.. : It., was certainly a Sunday morning had
near Isleta. Their
dastardly assassination anjrf should be punished as severely as the law al- - car was towed back to Albuquerque
lows.
New Mexico haA fewer such crimes to blush at than any other for repairs.
., itectlon of the great swtithwest, butthls territory can well afford to do withF. H. Gable. Lee Jordan nnrl W
out any. There fs only one way apparently to orush auch crimes and that IT. Briggs of Alamosa, Colo., arriv1
in Albuquerque last evening in a
to rid the. 'earth of the criminals.
iCapltal punishment Is a terrible thing ed
big touring automobile en route to
and no-- ' one who has ever seen' a legal execution but Is. moved to declare Los
Angeles, Cal. The party left Alagalrpfi Mich a law.
However,' with hundreds of unprotected woman in mosa Saturday
night
came by
faw Mexico on ranches, homesteads and in small towns, the authorities way of Taos and Santaand
Fe.
.
ahoild make an example of every assassin and do so promptly.
The pracThe annual meeting of the Non- tice ot the too free use of the historic
waa broken up by hanging Sectarian Benevolent association will
very
murderer and If the lawa are enforced without mercy, it will take but dp ne-i.'
tomorrow afternoon at the
4 short time to teach assassins the gospel of "An eye fqr an eye and a office of F. W. Clancy, of Fourth
street,
ror the ensu ni year
umcen
in,
tooth for a tooth."
other words a "life for a life" without too much
(Now and then there are killings that are Justifiable will be elected and It is earnest v de
attention to details.
sired that all members of the assobecause here a elsewhere, one has the right to protect home, liberty and ciation
be present.
honor but at the same time, the
killing of an aged and unarmpretty
A
wedding occurred Monuay
woman,
any
on
ed
grounds.
is Inexcusable
This territory Is before the
at the parsonage of the Lunation for admission to statehood and one thing we have a right to be evening
theran
church
when Jake Hcotlek, a
proud of. is the manner In which our lawa are enforced.
It Is much safer resident contractor and
Mrs. Katie
person
to
cranny
a
every
great
In
visit
for
thla
territory unarmed Zellhoefer were married by Rev, E.
nook and
any
through
It
groom
city.
than would be to walk
were
The Moser.
Tne bride and
the slum district of most
carrying of weapons in New Mexico is not necessary andi has been pretty attended by Mrs. L. Smith and T.
Knaues.
couple
The
will
make
generally abandoned even in the most out of the way localities.
their
All that
la needed nov Is to keep In check Just as far aa possible the Isolated cases home at 724 South Second street.
One of the biff waler mntna nn
of crime, which will occur from time to time in any community and can
Second street at the corner of
not be prevented entirely.
However, the knowledge that swift retribution South
SHver
avenue burst yesterday and
will folldw wanton murder, as has usually been the case In the paat, will workmen
have
busy day and
Mrve to put an effectual check on assassinations of the ort that took place night repairing been
It.
The street is
at Vlarde Saturday night.
torn up at that corner and street car
trafflo hindered, the passengers hav
ing to leave tne car at the break
It Is with sincere regret that the people generally are Informed that and
around to another car bel?ollcitor General Henry M. Hoyt will not be able to make a tour of New yond walk
the brjak. Ti.e mains are bur-'c- d
Mexico.
There is so much In New Mexico that the territory has reason
a
daptb
at
of fifteen feet.
to feel proud of, its a shame he can't get around.
Albuquerque In particOnly an Informal meeting of the
ular, would like the honor of entertaining him and showing him that there board
of education
was held last
Is a live, wide-awacity outside of the effete east.
night, no quorum being present. The
members discussed the organization
A man la dying In a Denver hospital who only wants to live long enough of a cadet corps in the high school
the stddar.ts in military
to discover a mine in New Mexico, that he has been told about.
If they'd to tnstrict
and m),euvers and of conend him to New Mexico atmosphere for the winter
his wish would tactics
tinuing
the
teachers salaries through
be gratified, providing the mine was here.
He'd live all right.
the Christmas vacation period. It Is
probable the board of education will
The meeting., In. the Zelger blocjc tonight of the fair association and meet later In the week.
the citizens Interested In proper entertainment of the great Irrigation Con- "lt"iiTmighty"nlce
gress, eh outd be attended by all.
It is up to Albuquerque again and Albu- your money promptlyto be abletoget
when it Is due.
querque ha never failed at a scratch.
No matter whether yon need it or
. !not, you somehow feel better if It is
r,
on your bank book rather than on
(Denver may get the National Democratic convention.
Cheer up
man'. io, evidently,
the democrats will try and cast a cheerful ray over the sessions of that the other
C. V. Flant, division storeaugust body even with Bryan as the only "logical" candidate again for the thought
keeper
for
the
Hanta Fe at Gallup,
presidency.
when he addressed this letter to F.
H. Mehwentker,
general agent for the
Uncle Joe Cannon was elected speaker of the house so the dispatches Pacific Mutual Lite Insurance company
New
in
Mexico:
told. us.
It would have been news only if Uncle Joe had been beaten for
Gallup. N. M.. Nov. 2. 107.
speaker, but Uncle Joe isn't that kind.
Mr. F. B. Schwentker,
General Agent,
The Russians executed a girl of IT for rebelling against the government.
Albuquerque. N. M.
n
a
A good, healthy American baby with a pop gun would
look like
Dear Sir: I beg to acknowledge
receipt
of your check No. 128 eninsurrection to Russia.
closing with yours of the 25th Inst.,
An head of the Territorial Statehood. League. Colonel Hopewell is the for 140. 00 in payment of insurance
during
I was sick.
I was
right man In the right place.
He knows New Mexico like a book and greatly period
surprised with the promptevery one In New Mexico knows the Colonel.
ness my claim was paid. It being
Just two days from the time I sent it
(It may be remarked that Richmond Pearson Hobson was not "among In.
Your company handling busiwrestling
present"
wing
in
east
of the ness in this manner cannot help but
thorn
match
the
at the Japune
succeed and deserves increased patWhite House.
ronage.
Yours truly,
I
by
In
In
Mulal
Treason
Gen. Italian and
the forces commanded
Hand
C. V. FI ANT,
thing
names
a
how
campaign.
be '
could such
the Moroccan
With those
Division Storekeeper.
Mr,
helpl?
Flant is right. The point he
made is one of the strongest and
most hiitisfactory features of this
Mrs. Bradley yesterday appeared worn out and paler than usual.
company's method of doing business.
how those poor suffering Jurors looked?
The Pacific Mu.ual is the only life
company operating In this
iimurance
that sound you hear doesn't llten good It's probably the
ifpeace
territory, that empowers the local
manager to Issue funds In payment
conference.
of policy cl.iJp.H. With all others It Is
"Money stringency About Over," says a headline.
That will help out necessary to forward the claim to
the home office, from whence, after
the milk situation a tritle.
a great deal of red tape, payment Is
Ued tape takes time, and In
Due the law taxing everything on wheels In Chicago Include wheels in made.
the majcrlty of cases, money is needthe head?
ed inure serlouvly Just after a death
or an illness, than, at any other
Ho Hustda is willing to belp us In case of war with Japan.
Thankd. time, ana- the company that can get
to the spot first with the cash, is the
ItttHHia.
There' nothing doing.
But stack your arms.
one that will appeal to the people.
There
is a lot of difference between
Carnegie Is two days
Carnegie says a man at 70 la better than a man at 40.
and two months, when you
J
are out of funds.
.
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

For
The Baby

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
St. IamiLh Wool Market.
3. Wool steady

tt. Louis, Dec.
unchanged.

Best, Quality
Bear Skin
Cloakings

St.
14.40.

Brown, Red,
also White
at the special low price

TanGrey,

.

ard

Den-Ver-

Hi
Ml

B

Albuquerque, N. M.

KODOL Is offered on a guaranteed
plan for the relief e
heart burn,
flatulence, sour stomach, belching ot
gas, nausea, and all stomach troubles. It digests what you eat It will
make you healthy. Sold by J. H.
O'Rielly.
Carbolised

for piles.

Witch Haxet

and soothing. Good
Sold by J. 11. O'Rielly.

is healing

Fresh meats and poultry dally at
Champion Grocery Co.

DISTRICT COURT

Car signs, "Rooms --or Rent,"
Board," etc.. for sale a tha office
of
The Evening CI Urea.

o

.,

Xew York Money Market.
JTork, Dec. 3. Prime merThe task
a Jury to sit
cantile paper 7 to 8 per cent; money in the case of ofselecting
Vlncenzo Catalano,
on call 4 to S per cent.
charged with unlawfully drawing a
pistol was finished this afternoon and
Xfir York Metal Market.
the cane went to trtial. Attorney W.
New York, Dec. 3. Lead weak, C. Heacock is defending Catalano.
copper
We want evervpody in Albuque'r- $4.U64.15; lake
dull l3iU
13
silver 67 c.
nn- - nttr jitock to
Fells Celandro and John Clark, QUe tO bdlp
petit' Jurors, were dismissed tvi.;v. niake r;.
j
1Uohx Produce Market.
anu w. iu. warlick and Ko Siamin
i
if.
Chicago, Deo, 3. Closing:
will serV
r.
ehv-ls- -A'
Wheat Dec. 94 H ; May 101.
Corn Dec. B5V4; May
The Jury in the case of Prank
May old 62 H.
Oats Dec.
Derricks vs. Adolph Dldier, brought
41
May
$12.75;
313.10.
Pork Jan.
to Bernalillo county
court on
Jolton '
iLard Jan. $7.90; May
17.82 HQ) a charge of venue district
V.'i
from
Valencia
85.
county, brought in a verdict for the
Ribs Jan. 16.97 V4; May 7.02.H
defendant this afternoon. It was a
damage suit resulting from a replevin
New York Mocks.
and had been fri ,the courts for over
71
Atchison
a year. B. F. A4ams appeared for
83
Preferred
4
the defendant.
96
New York Central
110 '4
Pennsylvania
4JIIRLSTMAS GIFTS LADIES. ;
12
Southern Pacific
115
Union Pacific
A good opportunity t-get yo
80
Preferred
Chrtetma presents will bt at
upper
.amalgamated
is Iiandkerchlcf and apron nalcr wh
28
U. S. 8.
you will And dainty huntf-m- i
87
Preferred
ItandkercJiiefs and aprons as well
useful one!. ITieeu to suit all poi
Chicago livestock.
There,
be some liandj
receipts brolderedwill also covers,
Chicago, Dec. 3. Cattle
collars,! I
5,600. Market steady. Beeves 13.20
btucs,
and
knitted
6.40; cows S1.15&4.50: Texans 33.00 qucs and numerousglipiiers, baby C
otlier
frS.80; calves $5.00 6.75; westerns Knle, December 4. at 3 o'clockart It
at
$3. 10) 5.10;
stockers and feeders Women's club,
Wct Gold avenue.
$2.10(q 4.10.
16,000.
Western
Wheep receipts
I
A Significant Trayer.
,
$4.505.8O:
$2.004i4.90; yearlings
"May the lord help you m
$3.75p
western
lambs $3.766.26;
Bucklen's Arnica Save known to v
6.25.
writes J. G. JenklnK, of Chapel 1'
N. C. It quickly took the pain '
KaiiHOS City Livestock.
Kansas City, Dec. 8. Cattle re- of a felon for me and cured It li
ceipts 11,000. Market steady. South- wonderful short time."
Best
ern steers $3.25(9 4.50 southern cows earth for sores, burns and woun
stockers and feeders 25c at all druggists.
$2.26 it!) 3.00;
$3,006)4.60; bulls $2,4044.00; calves
$3.406.60; western steers $3.30(i

7;

Golden Rule
Dry Goods Co.

De-Wit- t's

TOUNTY

tj

$0.50

Halve

BERNALILLO
Market.
Spelter dull,

'

er

cold-blood-

Te

Help! Help!

50 inches wide, worth
$3.50 yard. Colors-Na- vy,

fc-Y-

1iiU Spelter
Loul., Dec. 3.

St.

4.60; western cows $2,25 0)4.00.
reason w do so much ROl'GIl
ISheep
receipts 5.000.
we do H right
IllYatwork is because
steady. Muttons $4.25W 5.25; Market
lambs
and
price you cannot afford to
$5.00?j'6.26;
range wether.
$3.75 rfi) have It the
done
at
home.
5.00; fed ewes $3.264.25.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
:
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upon purchasing
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Carvers

Buying
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ABOUT TOWN

Holiday Cutlery

8c Joint

.

jrtls-flay-

090 Our elegant Un ot

9c Joint
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When You Begin
Christmas
Buying

O

I

,

Want ft
You ma.

f
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I want your ;
guarantee every pai.
bo absolutely
orrect

C. H. CAKNES.
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by Bie to
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D.

Wwt Central,
V'Hl VNJ W. 4 hi.
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The Whitson Mils ic Co.

REMEMBER

Representatives of the Only

full-grow-

ESTABLISHED

l882

Diamonds and Hteti Grade Jewelry

Everett, Baumeister, Kimball, Harvard,

represent unredeemed pledges, and have
been secured at low prices, consequently we
are in position to sell them to you at a discount of from 25 to 50 per cent on the usual
.jeweler's price, and we will do it. Call and
be convinced of the truth of what we say.

Interior Piano Players, Kimball. Marshall, Wende'l,
Sheet Music
EJI.n Talking Machine
Victor Talking Machines
Call and Hear our New Records.
Open Evenings
Piano Tunlug

Roseitfield

Schaeffer, Straube.

oK5KJ4K34K)4K)4toeoeooooeo

Albuquerque, N. M.

1
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The Lobby Fine Wine. Liquors & Cigars
H- -

The Man You Carj Trust

US Central Avenue

3-- y

CHECKERING PIANO

That All Our Fine

L. G.

ft

115

H. SunucLt, Prop.

West Central Ave.

9.

!

Free Lunch Day and Night

"
II

TUKSOAV.

IlVKMnKlt

2LLBUQTIERQUE

S. 1007

EVENING!

page

OITICnt.
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Specials For

Christmas

Monday

Goods

fSBBMSBBSBS

CON TIN U ED

Books, Stationary,
Toys, Pictures,
Leather Goods, etc.

Records

rarrrrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxix

:

is so appropriate for a Christmas gift
Emerson says 'the ideal gift is
one in which the intrinsic value of the article is lost
in the kindly feeling that prompted the giver. JewIt affords opporelry is a luxury. It is enduring.
tunity ior a finer exhibit of taste than almost anything else. During the year we have accumulated a
fine lot of jewelry. Diamonds in all sizes, prices
and settings, rings, studs, brooches, bracelets, cuff
buttons, scarf pins, fobs, watches, chains, necklaces,
cut glass, emblems and everything else that properly
belongs to the jewelry business. Owing to the manner in which we obtain our goods, we CAN SELL

X,

n.

Our Prescription
of expert registered

and Irug Departments
pluvinaclHts.

always In charge

H. O'RILYLLY GO,

Jm

The Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Los Angeles

ARREST OF BLACKWELL

DEFICIT

SPECIAL

WILL

PROVES TO BE A

BE

TO

MALOY

a

21 a Central Jkvenu

LATE

OF

FAIR

WOO

Phone 452

al-v-

-

1

"

be-m-
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"MAYOR

OF

TOKIO"

VARSITY

"The Mayor of Toklo":'! played to
to a Dacked house at the Elks' the

ater last night, the "standing room
only" sign being hung out In front
of the box office mfiny, minutes
the curtain, rose. It was a good
show; everybody lnurhtjdvat the jokes
and applauded the singers time and
'
u
again.
The ' hit wag- KMnwr't singing of
"1 Like You." He retpondett to en
cores again and again.- - Then the
Mayor had a few song hits' which
pleased the audience greatly and the
music of the whole ' production was
V
a
rood.
(Another pleasing reajure was tne
dancing. It was the best seen on the
Johnny
Elks' stage since "Uttle
Jones."
But KeanneA was the bigsupport
gest part of the show; his
aot nervous when ne was ore tne
stage and It rested on hem to draw
the smiles and applause.
re

THE NEW BILL

be-Th-

AT THE

Frenc

'to.
were h
.for ColTee.

W

K

.
lai
an

.

dn
dealers ceptl

ugly

m for WorUiy

President

Ioudo Tomorrow Night.

KEKNAllLlO'COma

Hell

CRYSTAL

i

of
the i?Taierimi
flue aerie
T of Eagles at the Red Mens
elected
onlght oftlcers will beAnal
a r. im ensuiiuc year
made for the reception
PresN
Tirments to Grand Worthy
A. BeH. of Calif
taglea
of
the
guest
will be the
,
Want HI Money.
,
..
i
Arrow Illght.
Tha
to - President Melt
Anaya. found gul't y he reception
'
v
huM In r7 kslidonment at th
argely attended by Eagles and
istrict court and '
and of- -.
was
suspended
la
r friends. President Bellaerie
; Trying
wll
.
havlor, wp
jrs of the Albuquerque
,peak and an Interesting
u'f.1
program will be rendered,
by the banquet.
Edwards &
Pills
DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder
kidneys, and
relieve backache, weakbladder.
r202 East Central!
Sold
Inflammation of the
by J U. O'RItlly.

oru

n"

J oooocoooocoo

The Home Restaurant
207 West Gold Avenue
Prompt, Courteous Service
Music While You EatJ
Patronized by the Best People
Number One Meals

...

Hreakfast
25c
Dinner and Supper 35c
Special Rates by the
week or month.

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

Q

-

-

6 to 9
12

to

2

0OTO000300O0U

TAI

ef

S

XOW.
IS WOlUiINU OVKHTI-Mi- :
Shoo-ll- y
rocking horsej
80c
Toy brooms
lOo
5 and 15c
Toy wash boards
.
.
tops
6c
Girls'
Toy dinner sets, 12 large pieces $1.25
SOc
Teddy bear style monkeys
25e
stuffed cats
style
boots,
$1.15
bear
in
rus

Mt.K.
HlKKn IToprh-tor- .
Till-- :

5:30107:30

MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress
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KANTA

-

now-a-day-

He Kays 'nutt, Uc Killed Her With m
Club. So Ad to I ton
Her Store.
5anta Fe. N. M., Dec. S (Speriul)
Martinez y Sanc-hesa nat
tive
of Velarde, has confessed that he murdered Mivs Jennie
Templeton, the aged woman,
who
kept a small store at Velarde and
was found dead Saturday afternoon.
He admitted killing her with a big
stick, but claimed he whs drunk at
the time. It j said that he has made
a full confession to District Attorney
Gortner and Captain Kornoff, of the
mounted police, and that he Is being
brought to Santa Fe,
well.
The crime was an atrocious one,
Moving pictures and another numbut all sensational stories sent out to ber or two helped compose an envarious newspupers that Mlsa Tem- joyable program.
pleton was a Baptist missionary or
that she was killed by Indians or
Mexicans because she was a teacher
of religion or because sne was an
American, were fakes.
for
The murder was committed
worldly gain.
liand-kerchi-

.

-

HrCONFESSES

CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
your
A good opiMJituuity to get
Xiiian prcMfiilH will be at the
apron
xak
where you
ami
will noil dainty liand nimle luuidker.
chief and aprons at well M useful
ones. ITicfH to suit all purM'M. There
will al-- o lie some hand embroidered
corxct covers, , collars belts and bags,
luihy
knitted HlipiM-rsand
numerous otlHT articles.
hJo cJub,
Iec
Um
l(M'k,
Women's
at
4. at - o'
WeMt litll su'iiun.
lit lit refrexli- incuts will le werveu during snie.

Large, Well Lighted Room

.

Central Ave.

308-31- 0

W.M.

Just received new line of hilds'
tee our window display
ihU week. Futrelle Furniture Co.
Palmer for feed, that's the place
to trade.
go-car-

NOTICE

RIO GRANDE

'

BROTHERHOOD

ELECTS OFEICERS

.

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when tt Is Just aa cheap ?
It will pay you to look Into this.

WANT

"The I.as Vegas Optic mlsrepre-ente- d
a few things In its account of
the Thanksgiving day basket
ball
game there," says Miss Kilte, captain
university
of the
of New Mexico
girls' basket
ball team. "Among
other things It says honors are now
even between Las Vegas and Albuquerque, when they are not.
"The Varsity took two games from
Las Vegas last year to the one we
tost this year, and I don't see how
honors can be . even on that score.
Then the Optio seemed to consider
us as seasoned college ulayers when
In reality some of the team had never played in public before.
"It was a half a day's ride to Vegas and we played that night without taking much rest and of cour-- e
we were not In such excellent condition. The hall was smaller than the
one we had been used to playing
In and that was a disadvantage to
us."
The Normal girls' team of Vegas
will play the Varsity five a return
game at the Casino. In Old' Albuquer
que on the night or uecemoer i
The game at Vegas resulted In a vlc
tury for the Normal girls by a score
of 15 to 12, the Var.ity having the
Both teams
lead In. the flrt half.
played a fast, snappy game.
FRATERNAL

A more convincing piece of acting
than Mandell s Sampson Clay, ins
colored politician who murders the
girl an-- Is pursued by the avenging
can scarcely oe.seen
s.
and especially In a dra
matic act upon the vaudeville stage.
dress, manMr. MandeH's make-uner, voice everything is distinctly
the free slave who has the whip hand
and who loves to brandish it. He
is ably assisted in his fine charactercomedian,
ization by the veteran
Harry Devoy. who does the Irish
lan (tor.
Scottl sings a patriotic applause
getter this week, "The Good Old U.
8. A.
Milbourne and Crissman, in a new
act
and attractive comedy-novelt- y
which they call, "A Quiet Kvenlng
at Home," present one of the handsomest and best staged acts yet seen
here.
It falls to Miss Crlssman's lot her
to Impersonate some six or seven difr
ferent maidens, the Scotch, Spanish,
Fiji, Islander, Persian, German, etc.,
and in each she gives a faithfully
dressed and well portrayed counterpart. The act Is an artistic study as
p,

MURDERER OF VELARDE

GIRLS

FAIR PLAY

PLEASES LARGE

m

.

a

GIVE US A CHANCE
Widespread Interest ia being manifested In the meeting of citizens and
special committees of .various bodies
having In charge the "national irrigation consrrens
snd the twentv- elghth annuuJ territorial far which
tonight
will be held
in Zciger's hall
to select officers to take charge of
the big congress and fair, the two
stellar events in Albuquerque next
year.
of the territorial
The president
fair will also be vice chairman of
the Irrigation congress and will have
charge of all local arrangements, the
two events being practically uner
one management.
This is the most
Important office to be filled at the
meeting tonight.
V. S. Hopewell,
Col.
who was
Btatehood
made president
of the
league at Santa Fe Saturday, Is said
to be the unanimous choice of the
committees and the citizens for this
position, but has given no dwflnite
answer whether- he will accept or
not Tonight the committees hope' to
xiupeweiu
gei an mieiwtrr irum
A detailed report from the mantwenty-seventanagement of the
h
nual territorial fair will be read. It
I
was learned
from an authorltlve
source this afternoon that the de- ncit would approximate iz.uvo, not
Including the salary of Sec. Siaram,
who is willing to take the big fuir
balloon In lieu of his salary.
Previous to the meeting In Zelger's
hall Grady's band will give a half
hour's concert at Centratl avenue and
Second street in front of the hall.
on
The committee of twenty-seve- n
congress,
appointed
the Irrigation
Jointly by the city, the Commercial
club and the county commissioners;
the special general
committee
of
three, composed of R. K. Twltchll,
president of the Las Vegas Commer
cial clijb, President Oeorge Brooks
and Oevrge A mot a special committee of J he territorial fair association
WILL ELECT
members, suband all fair eomAii
scribers . arid citizens interested In
the growth of Albuquetyiue have been
OFFICERS TONIGHT asked
Jo attend the meeting.

Columbus
Hotel

i

h

ALBERT FABER

Central

114

vS

Variety of cJesign, of styles
of upholstery, of wood, and
of prices. To meet all possible requirements we keep
all kinds of Parlor Furniture
to suit varied tastes and various pockets. But no matter what the'class of goods you are looking for, you may
be sure of the'best of its kind at the price you want to
pay. FulParlor Suits or separate pieces and carpets
to match yourfurniture choice.

AN OW
W.

Y

of Being a Officers For Irrigation Congress and Next Fair Will
Murderer Is a Resident
Be Selected Tonight.
of Capltan.

William Ulackwell. who was arretted by Officer Hlghbargain Fri-Ci- v
right as a suspect of a murder
commltud In Texas is not wanted
HOME-MAD- E
hv Mounted Policeman Murray, or
police
Ketirer, on whose advise the Black-well,
PICCALILLI
ray they arrested and held
and the man has been given
hi freedom. .
and TOMATO SOY
Bluekwell, however, hKMbeen stay-i- n
with your meals
ai ootid the police .Tbadquarters
trying to learn - lha reason of hisn
at the
mysterious arrest since Chief McMIl-!lfrom
received the telegram
Murray last
Mounted Policeman
flight saying that he did not want
Itlackwell.
,
all a mistake," which was
"li s coming
from Blackwell's lips
the daji after his arrest now appears
to be fall of truth. His arrest had
He arrived
its peculiar features.
Frlduv i ight on a train from Thorn-by
up
the street
ton and as followed
'
former ieborer at Kettner.
mnio.. ,
nu
tfAi tne corner 01 wuum
will.o
Third stieet t
holday inrt
to
pointing
and
Highbargaln
oft)cl.r
aay,-i- o
Illttil
B'.ackwell wlnsperet in ncrfl B - K vnu'd
1 be
Turd
stwanteiji for murder
.angemett,. nab
him." v Highbargaln s in- r'""-""mouhuju
said
r, tako u ormant
.urray at Kettner wanted the man
''o.iu
ery
bt,t advanta".or a murder committed in Texas
most
an(J ut Interruption ;nd he wa8 held a waiting word from
r
'O wants
rs in the cil
going to Kettner myself and
'ered fror. ee Murray and letl him look me over
g to the
. Gardnei
fpu, i don't liW this thing of
first
coiy
K token, for a murderer the
1 1 West Sil
ng such rifuen
minutes after I land In town,
morning.
.
mmand,
i.i,j
Blackwcl! thla
'
or curj"i was horn and raised1 in the
X300O0OOOOO
arrange -- ritory," he continued. "My home
there
Capituii. and my folks live
i ... 'in
eighteen
lw
i worked at Kettner
is
bnths and worked at Thornton
first
the
is
"
1l.
as eer arreaieu.

.

Furniture

FOR LESS THAN WHAT OUR COMPETITORS
Select
BUY. Come early and inspect our stock.
what you wish, and we will lay it aside until Christmas. Notice our windows.

CLOSE

Alan Suspected

yiTTTTTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIIim

q There are varieties,
of course, in Parlor

NOTHING

coin-petitio- n.

Fresh Dairy Butter twice a week
from Matthew's Jersey farm.
D

M

"1

Keeping step with the not progressive Prog .Houses of tlio
Country, we are carrying a complete line of phnH suitable for
Brilliant Cut (ilnm,
Holiday, Wedding, and Anniversary Girts.
Ihiliity' Hand Tainted China, Rich leather Goods, Painty Perfumes In Cut Gins Pottles, Toilet Sets. Shaving Koto, Toilet Waters,
HniHhes, Mirrors and Toilet Articles in single pieces or sets. Handling tlieso goods In large quantities we are able to meet any

change.

I

Poices Greatly Reduced

Keep Watch of Our Seven Show Windows

Clob House Goods will
salt yoa exactly. Yot
will find them the best
sed. Clob
yoa ever
never
customers
House

A

Fountain Pens

Next to the Postoffice

HOLl ID AY'GOODS

CLUB HOUSE
GOODS WILL

SUIT

E. J. STRONG

Newcomer's Old Stand

Fountain Pens
:Etc, Etc.

B

Phonographs
Phonograpn

Pbone 8.

LUMBhrt CO.

Cor. 3rd and Marquetti

1907 VICTORY!
Five Cash Prizes out of Six and the Chsmv,
ptonshfp of the World Trophy Won by the '
,

Undervood

.

.....

Typewriter

This means that five winning operators out of the six in the Inter- -'
national Typewriting Contest for the Championship of the. World at
Madison Square Garden, October 17, 1907, used the Underwood Typewriters.
Mlsa R. L. Frits, who used an Underwood Typewriter, won
and broke all previous world records.
the silver cup, emblematlo of the championship of the civilised world.
Here Is the record which tells its own story of the excellence of the
Underwood Typewriter:
Total
Total Pen- - Net Net peed
errors alty words per min.
Machine written
Name
81
405
6214
HI
I'nilerwood 61
1st Miss 1U Ii. Krlta
40HO
148
740
83
2l Mr. H. U. ItlaisUiMI Underwood 5720
Sil Mr. K. A. Trcfzgrr
6152
78
,
t4 470 4683
760
4UiMbw W.M. Matthews Underwood 4910
6
153
4150
970
104
60
3573
5th Mr.
atil Muntrr Underwood 4543
etliMlMMl,. V. Ilruorton Underwood 4403 , 175
870
59
3257
From the Boston Dully Advertiser, Saturday, October U, U07:
Ml
Koso I,. IVIti Broke All Records.
On an Underwood Typewriter ahe writes 97 words a minute tor 30
minutes.
Madlon Square Oarden, N. V., Oct. 1. In a contest against time,
blind folded, tonight. Miss Rose L. Fritz, who last night won the world's
speed championship, on an Underwood Typewriter, wrote 97 words per
minute for 30 minutes, breaking all records.
.

At the meeting of the Fraternal
Brotherhood last night at the Elks
opera house officers were elcted for
the ensuing year and preliminary ar
rangements made for the annual
banquet and installation Of officers at
the meeting to be held uec. 7.
The following are the new officers:
President, E. C. Whltson; vice presi
Wells; secretary.
dent. Trimbell
Francis Dye; chaplain, Mrs. Hart- line; master of arms, Mrs. idlu ura-hasargeant, Mr. Dickson; Inside
door keeper, Mr. Allen: outside door
keeper, Charles F. McDermott, trus
tees. Dr. B. N. Wilson and Mr. Gleason; physicians', Drs. Patohin, Burton
and Wilson.

Underwood Typewriter Co.

COAL

A Good IJnlmcnt.
When you need a good rellabU
try Chamberlain's
Pair
liniment
Balm. It has no superior for sprain
flannel
swellings.
piece
A
of
and
tampened with
Pain
sllghtened
Balm Is nuperlor to a plaster for
In
the side or
lame hack or pains
cheat. It also relieves rheumatic
pains and makes sleep and rest possible. For sale by ail druggists.

is hcrcby given

AMERICAN BLOCK.
OiJUUUtiOS

Furnace,

1

Mixed.

Nut.
HMITlUNti COAL.
NATTVK KIND LIN Q.
FOR CASH ONLY.

CLEAN OAS COKE.

WOOD

niy

R

LUMP,

ANTHRACITE

that

entire stock of
groceries at 122 South Second Street, will
be closed out at cost, beginning Friday,
November J 5. This means a saving of
from 20 to 50 per cent, and affords an
opportunity to lay in a winter's supply
of provisions at little more than half price.
Every thing in the stock is in first class
condition, fresh and good It means economy without privation.
BRIGHAM
C.

Denver, Colorado

1622 Welton Street

TELEPHONE

Something to
II,
be Thankful For W.

91.

HAHN & GO.

surely when there Is plenty of "roast
turkey and miiK-- or pumpkin plea
You surely will be
for everybody.
thankful when you see our splendid
array of Thanksgiving pies and
cakes. Mince Dies and pumpkin pies
mirh as mother never could make.
early for a thick,
Iave yourIn order
luscious in re or pumpkin pie.

Work well done no delay
At prices you ran surely pay.
Stats your plan and he will fit It
And you'll be glad that

Pioneer Bakery,

Phono 741. 325 South Second Street.

207 South First St.

Nothing
more appropriate ' for
On
Christmas than a photograph.
dozen cabinet photographs 13.00.

P. MATTEUCCI
SHOE

STORE

AND

REPAIRS

Green Front

SIGNS And

DECORUMS

"S1ACY DID IT"

MI 1,1 JOT BTUIMO,
215 West HullrtMul Avenue.

Constipation
causes
headache,
nausea, dizziness, languor,
heay
physics
gripe,
palpitation.
Juristic
sicken, weaken the bowels and don't
act gently
cure. Doan's Regulets

105 North First Street !rruT,patlon-

-

"

c
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HUMMEL IS VERY UNCLE

ILL

NEW YORK

TUIIUEL NOW JOINS

SAf.l

kvf.jtitto citizen.

WESTON WILL PLEAD CAOSE OF

HAS BUT SIX MONTHS

York,

Dec.

VICE PRESIDENT HILL

3.

SERVE

KNEW VERY LITTLE

Abraham

New York, Dec. I. The nature of
the relations exiting between the
American Tobacco company and the
United Cigar Stores company, which
has a large number of retail stores
throughout the country, was Inquired Into at a recent session of the
hearing of the case of the United
States against the
tobacco
The hearing Is took place
tnit.
before United
tates CommUsfoner
Shields.
iWhlle It was not established by direct admission that the retail company Is absolutely controlled by the
American Tobacco company, much of
the testimony was to the effect that
unusually close relations existed between the two companies.
P. O. Hill, vice president of the
American
company,
ToDacco
tne
only witness examined nt the hearing
testified thnt while he never knew of
any specific denial of the report that
the United Cigar Stores company was
owned by th American Tobacco company, he did not recall that ouch
ownership had ever been admitted.
He said he had very little knowledge
of the management of the United
Cigar Stores company. He did know,
however, that for several months
past his company had been selling
goods direct to the United Cigar
Store company, giving it the regular
trade discounts given to Jobbers who
encourage the use of the American
Company's products. These discounts
amount to from 7 to 10 per cent., besides the usual discount of 2 per cent
for cash.
Knew Very Utile
lAsked who furnished the money to
stnrt the business of the United Cigar Stores company, Mr. Hill said he
did not know. Asked about the ownership of the Jobbing concerns his
corporation throughout the country,
Mr. Hill said it had an Interest only
In one, and that was In New
Orleans. Whether the United Cigar
Stores company had any Interest In
a concern in Chicago Mr. Hill did
not know.
iSeveral letters from Mr. Htll'a personal letter book related to a plan to
maintain prices of Imported goods.
One letter to a confidential agent in
Chicago, saltt a company was to be
formed in California and that a Mr.
Blasskover, who already was doing
a large business there, was to push
the American company in conneccompany,
tion with the California
but this connection was to be kept a
secret. Mr. Hill salt! that plan was
carried out, but that eventually
Blasskover took over the entire

Jlunrael, criminal and divorce law
yer,
ia dangerously

111

on Blackwell'a

Inland, New York City prison, to
which be was sentenced to nerve a
recently after
Tear Imprisonment
cormplr- tiia conviction on charges of
t K a T ,1 , , it rt
arv in rAnnuf linn
Morse divorce proceedings. Hummel,
the prison authorities raid today, Is
smfferlns; from Bright'! disease and a
weak, heart. Hummell has been fall-Iiirapidly recently and hia friends
nay he will not leave the prison alive,
was
taken to prison May 20 to
lie
year.
aerre
Btory of Cane.
case,
The facts in the Dodge-Mors- e
In connection with which Hummel
wu convicted of conspiracy, follow:
Charles F. Dodge kept a hotel In
.Atlanta, Qa, His wife and he had
trouble. She became the
per ef Charles W. Morse, housekeehead 6"f the New York ice
trust. Mrs. Dodge sued for, received
a decree and married Morse. Shortly aft- this Dodge announced that
bad not been served with a court
raimonj in his wife's divorce case.
Ha began suit to set aside the
decree, which would annul the
marriage to Morse. Hummel was
Itodge's attorney. Then It was asserted that there was a conspiracy
afloat. It was charged that Morse
feimself was trying to have hia marriage annulled so he could wed Mrs.
Getshetian, a rich New York woman.
This Morea denied. Dodge fled and
Money flowed like water to get him
out of the country. He was caught
Jn Kl Paso, Tex.
Dodge Cotifcawcd.
dodge was taken back to New
York and confessed that Hummel
called him to New York, where he
toM him he wanted him to contest
the divorce Mrs. Dodge had obtained.
Dodge did so, and In the course of
the suit
and his fight was supplied
wlUi 170,000 by Hummel.
Hummel
no
evidence at the trial. He
offered
asserted that Dodge was the sole
conspirator and that he (Hummel)
ram contesting the decree In good
K

multl-mll-lionni- re

-

)rr

tail.
tHummell

was a witness for the
wosecution In the Thaw case. He
testified
that Evelyn Neablt Thaw
made an affidavit to him that Harry
JK. Thaw had beaten and abused her.
HBBimel and his law partner, Willisan k. Howe, have been New York's
They
divorce lawyers for years.
ewered nuptial knots where other
Called. Hummel la five feet one inch
tail, weighs 109 pounds and wears a
74 hat. He was known as a man
.about town.

mm

THAT

SAVED

DANIEL'S LIFE STOLEN
Tncson. Arlx., Dec. 3. The gold
watch which saved Marshal Daniels
from serious Injury and probable
"rth during the Spanish-America- n
war, when he was a member of the
Rough Kider troop, has been stolen
from the Daniels home. The watch
wa highly priced and It showed
plainly the bullet mark where It had
been struck. Marshal Daniels wore
the watch In his belt pocket during
M. charge at San Juan.
A bullet from
at Spanish rifle struck the watch and
was deflected and Marshal Daniels
thereby escaped injury.

HARTJE WILL HAVE
TO TRY

.
New York. Dec.
The tunnel
between the Battery and Brooklyn,
composed of a steel tube forty feet
under the bed of East river, connecting the uhway tins been formally opened. An Interborough
rapid
transit company sent a three-ca- r
train from Wall street station
to
Borough Hall. In Brooklyn, In fifteen
minute, and made the return trip
In eight minutes. The train was filled
with traction officials and municipal
officers, who pronounced the tunnel
a complete success.
The arrival of the train In Brooklyn was a signnl for an outburst of
enthiisiat m. the long-sllebell In
Borough Hall ringing for twenty
minutes and a large crowd cheering.
As the Borough hall bell rang out,
the bells of nearby churche tolled.
"This Is a great day for Brooklyn,"
ssild Borouph President Cohler. "The
tunnel will solve the bridge crush
problem for a time. According to the
engineers, the tunnel will be open to
traffic some time in January. The
running time will be seven
schedule
mltiu;-s- .
With the completion of the
Brooklyn extension and Installment
of regular service, It Is . planned to
run eight-ca- r
trains under a
headway, carrying safety 30.-0pusxengers per hour during the
ruh hours."
This Is considered fully half the
capacity of Brooklyn bridge. Oround
was broken for the tunnel December
19. 1902.
The tunnel under East
river Is 4365 feet long.

Good! Let us plan your trip.

The Santa Fe has three trains
Each day-th- ey
carry the best

Disease Is Racing Indications Are That the Subway Line Will Carry 30.
With Freedom In Case of
United Cigar Stores Are
000 People an Hour and
Divorce Lawyer.
In on Deal.
Relieve Bridge Crush.

New
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Served. You can leave today
And you're there tomorrow. The
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Throught the efforts of Delegate
Andrews, the following pensions have
been granted In New Mexico:
Kspanola,
$24
Andrew Ounter,
per month from Oct. 2, 1807.
James E. Chadwlck, Nana Visa,
$12 per month from Sept. 12, 1907.
per
$15
Martin Vaught, Baton,
month from March 1, 1907.
Dario Sanchex. Cleveland, $12 per
month from March 4, 1907.
Samuel Adams, Perea, $10 per
month from Dec. SI, 1908.
Tularosa, $12
Robert 'Cridebrlng,
per month from March 21, 1907.
Joss Chaves y Chaves, Albuquerque, $13 per month from March 6,
1907.
George W. McMahan, Dora, $18
per month from March 12, 1907.
James Scotu Astec, $12 per month
from March 1. 1907.
Jose Oonzales, Beenham, $12 per
month from June 21, 1907.
Patrick Carroll, silver City, $15
per month from March 25, 1907. .
per
Central,
$11
Luis Arrera.
month from March 11, 1907.
Henry Scholotterbeck,
Bernarllllo,
$12 per month from March SO, 1907.
THAT $5,000,000
James E. McGregor, Las Cruces,
$12 per month from March 23, 1907.
I
James M. Lucas, Golden, $12 per
Washington, D. C, Dec. 3. En- month from March 27, 1907.
Adam C. Nason, Raton, $15 per
deavors are being made to have the
general government pay 95,000.000 to month from March 25, 1907.
Israel Thompson, Roe well, $12 per
the new state of Oklahoma In the
from March 28. 1907.
Immediate future. This sum Is due month
Jose R. Martlnes, El RIto, $S per
as an appropriation called into the
June 27, 1907.
enabling act creating the new state, month from
The following changes In postof-flce- s
and financial conditions in Oklahoma
in New Mexico are announced:
are such that its relief could be maDavid L. Creswell appointed postterially aided by the transfer of this
master at Steins, Orant county.
amount to the state treasury.
Postoflice established at Thomas,
Senators Owen and Oore have tak- Union
county, and Laura F. Thomas
en the matter up at the white house
and the treasury department and are appointed postmistress.
hopeful that the payment may be
Piles Cured In e to 14 Days.
made within the next two weeks. The
appropriation of to. 000, 000 Is pro- PAZO OINTMENT Pi guaranteed to
blind,
vided to reimburse the state In lieu cure any case of itching,
bleeding or protruding piles In $ to
of school lands In the Indian
14 days or money refunded. 50 cents.

MONEY
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
tDEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

4

STATE NATIONAL BANK
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Edward Paysuit Wcwton and Ui
Chicago, Dec. S. Edward Payson
Weston's elation at breaking his record of 40 years ago in his walk from
Portland to Chicago was heightened
by his finishing in superb physical
condition.
He was almost as good
at the finish as at the start
Ills feet stood the long walk particularly well. Nightly on the Journey Weston pickled them In brine
before retiring.
Except for an increased callousness they show no unusual effects from the long walk,
while they gave him no trouble en
, .,
route.
Weston makes the following statement:
"Whatever I may have done, in
this walk from Portland to Chicago,
has not been for the purpose of
drawing attention to myself,
to
show what a man of my age.butwho
lives simply, can accomplish. I hope
It will be an object lesson to the
youth of America.
"At the end of my Journey
felt
as well as when I started, and Icould
repeat the walk next week. I have

ALBUQUERQUE
e Feel That Won the Walk.
lost IS pounds In weight,
I do
not feel this loss. I felt nobutfatigue
throughout the Journey, except at the
end of the first day.
"When I prepare my lectures on
the subject of the
g
pow- ?Tr"..of.,dUy walk
people of the
States will realize the value
of pedeetrlanUm.
The real purpose
of mjr effort to break any former
record was to teach the lesson that
good health can

WITH AMFTJB MKAN8
AND UNSURPASSKD FACEUTIE8

health-givin-

to an advanced
.
ing.

be maintained, even
age, through walk-

"I neither train nor diet. I do not
believe in either. At the same
I never overeat, and this is time
the
foundation of good health.
"My muscles now are in Just about
the same condition as when started. They have not hardened Inoticeably and retain the flexibility imperative to good walking. My feet
are in exceHent shape.
"I wish to extend my thanks to all
the people along the route to Chicago, who aided me in so many
way a"
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In Famous
vorce Suit Trial.

Di-

Capital end surplus, $100,000

Philadelphia, Pa.. Dec. 3. The
perior court has refused a petition
of Augustus Hartje, of Pittsburg, for
a. icwguuicni ill ills viui lur m ui- ooroe from his wife. The court recently affirmed a decision of the Al- lerhenjr county court, which refused
Hartje a divorce.
Tbo case probably will be appeal- ed to the supreme court of Penn- -
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sylvan ia.

TO AILIXQ WOMEN.
H UtUe Sound Advice Will Help
Many a bunerer in Aiouquerque.
: No weman can be healthy and well
If the kidneys are elck. Poisons that
paea off In the urine when the kidneys
are well are retained In the body
when the kidneys are sick. Kidneys
sutd bladder get Inflamed and swollen, crowding the delicate female or- 4cans nearby and sometimes displacing them. This is the true cause of
many bearing-dow- n
pains, lameness,
backache, si d each a, etc.
Uric
also causes headaches, dizzy
pells, languor, nervousness and rheu
matic pain.
When suffering so, try Doan's Kid'
uey Pills, the remedy that cure sick
kidneys. You will get better as the
kidneys get better, and health will
return when the kidneys are well.
Let an Albuquerque woman tell you
about uoani Kidney fills.
Mrs. H. Adair, of $17 South Edith
street, Albuquerque, N. M.. says:
"Whether my symptoms indicated
kidney trouble or not, I was not
certain, but nevertheless from, reading about Doan's Kidney I'll Is I was
riven a desire to try them to see If
they would not afford me at least
some relief from the pain between
and Just below the shoulder blades.
While on my feet or stirring around,
I did not feel the slightest lnconven
lence, but when I would sit down, the
pain would assert Itself and at times
was very severe.
The use of one box
of Doan's Kidney Pills brought relief
my
having a high ap
that warrants
preclation of this medicine."
For sale by all dealers.
Price B0
Fonter-Milbur- n
Co.. Buffalo.
csvits.
agents
New York, sole
for the United
States.
Hemember the name Doan's and
No. tS
take no other.
pols-stnJn-

America's Favorite Family Beverage
it1
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More Bixdwciser is used in
American homes than all other
bottled beers combined, yet it
is highest in price.
This proves that its superi
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C. W. KUNZ, Distributor
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prosperity no less than for the protection of Inventors and of the general public As I have repeatedly
said In messages to the congress and
elsewhere, experience has definitely
shown not merely the unwisdom but
the futility of endeavoring to put a
stop to all business
combinations.
Modern industrial conditions are such
that combination la not only necessary but Inevitable. It Is so In the
world of business Just as It Is so In
the world of labor, and It Is as Idle
to desire to put an end to all corporations, to all bl combinations of capital, as to desire to put an end to
combinations of labor. Corporation
and labor union alike have come to
stay. Each If properly managed is
a source of (rood and not evil. Whenever In either there Is evil. It should
be promptly held to account; but It
should receive hearty encouragement
o lony as it Is properly managed.
It Is profoundly. Immoral to put or
keep on the statute books a law,
nominally In the Interest of public
morality, that really puts a premium
upon publlo Immorality, by undertaking to forbid honest men from
doing what must be done under modern business conditions, ao that the
law Itself provides that its own Infraction must be the condition pre- tcedent Upon business success. To
aim at the accomplishment of too
much usually means the accomplishment of too little, and often the doing of positive damage. In my message to the congress a year ago. In
speaking of the anti-tru- st
laws, I
said:
"The actual working of our laws
has shown that the effort to prohibit
all combination, good
or bad, is
noxious where It to not Ineffective.
Combination of capital, like combination of labor, is a necessary element in our present Industrial system. It is not possible completely
to prevent it; and If it are posi-M- e,
such complete prevention would
d damage
to the body politic.
What we need is not vainly to try t
prevent all combination, but to secure such rigorous and adequate
control and supervision of the combinations! as to prevent their Injuring the public, or existing In such
forms as inevitably to threaten
it is unfortunate that
our present laws should forbid all
combinations
instead
of sharply
discriminating between those combinations which do good and those
combinations which do evil.
Often railroads would like to combine for the purpose of preventing a
big shipper from maintaining improper advantages at the expense of
small shippers and of the general
public. Such a combination, instead
of being forbidden by law, should
be favored.
It la a publlo
evil to have on the statute books a
law incapable of full enforcement,
because both Judges and Juries realize that its full enforcementwouId
destroy the business of the country;
for the result is to make decent men
violators of the law against their
will, and to put a premium on the
behavior of the willful wrongdoers.
Such a result in turn tends to throw
the decent man and the willful
wrongdoer Into close association, and
in the end to drag down the former
to the latter' level; for the man
becomes a lawbreaker in one
. who
way unhappily tends to lose all respect for law and to be willing to
No more
' lijfcJtc' it in many ways.
scathing condemnation could be visitIs
upon
itw than
contained In
ed
the words of the Interstate commerce commission when, In commenting upon the fact that the numerous Joint xtraflTo associations do
technically violate the law, they say:
The decision 01 the United States
supreme court in the Trans-- lssourl
case and the Joint Traffic association cane has produced no practical effect upon the railway operations
of the country. Such associations, in
act. exist now as . they did before
these decisions, and with the same
to all pargeneral effect. In
ties, we ought probably to add that
it is difficult to see how our interstate railways could be operated with
due regard to the Interest of the
shipper and the railway without concerted action of the kind afforded
through these associations.'
This means that the law as construed by the supreme court is such
that the business of the country can
not be conducted without breaking
M

Jit.----

it."

As I have elsewhere said:

"All this is substantially what I
have aald over and over again. Purely it ought not tobe necessary to
say that it in no shape or way represents any hostility to corporations
as such. On the contrary, it means
a frai.k recognition of the fact that
combinations of capital, like combinations of labor, are a natural result
of modern conditions and Of our naAs far as in
tional development.
my ability lies my endeavor is and
win be to prevent abuse of power by
either and to favor both so long as
they do well. The aim of the national government is quite as much
to favor ana protect honest corporations, honest business men of wealth,
as to bring to J am ice those individuals and corporations
Moat certainly
iishonest methods.
there will be no relaxation by the
government authorities in the effort
to get at any great railroad wrecker ny man who by clever swindling devices robs investors, oppresses
and does Injustice
to the general public. But any such
move as this is in the Interest of
honest operators, of honest corporations, and of those who, when they
invest small savings in stocks and
bonds, wish to be assured that these
will represent money honestly expended for legitimate business purposes. To confer upon the national
government the power for which I
ask would be a check upon overcapitalization and upon the clever
gamblers who benefit by overcapitalisation. But It alone would mean an
increase In the value, an Increase In
the safety of the stocks and bonds
of
honestly managed
railroads, and would render it far
easier to market their securities. I
bnlieve In proper publicity.
There
has been complaint of some of the
Investigations recently
carried on,
but those who complain should put
the blame where it belongs upon
the misdeeds which are done In
darkness and not upon the Investigations which brought them to light.
The administration Is responsible for
turning on the light, but it la not
responsible for what the light showed. I ak for full power to be given the federal government, because
no single state can
by legislation
effectually cope with these powerful
corporations engaged In Interstate
commerce, and. while .doing them
full Justice, exact from them In return full Justice to others. The con-lioof railroad activity, the conditions of our Immense interstate
wage-worke-

g,

rs,

ROOSEVELT TO THE
commerce, are such as to make- the
To confer upon the national govcentral government alone competent ernment, in connection
with
the
to exercise full supervision and con- amendment I advocate in the antitrust law, power and supervision
trol.
-

"The grave abuses In Individual
coses of railroad management in the
past represent wrongs not merely to
the general public, but, above all,
wrongs to
and honest
corporations and men of wealth, because they excite a popular anger
and distrust which from the very
nature of the case tends to Include
In the sweep of Its resentment good
and bad alike. From the standpoint
of the public I can not too earnestly say that as soon as the natural
and proper resentment aroused by
these abuses becomes Indiscriminate
and unthinking, it also becomes not
merely unwise and unfair, but calculated to defeat
the very ends
which those feeling It have in view.
There has been plenty of dishonest work by corporations in the past.
There will not' be the slightest letup in the effort to hunt down and
punish every dishonest man.
But
the bulk of our business is honestly
done. In the natural Indignation the
people feel over the dishonesty, It Is
all essential that they should not
lose their heads and get drawn Into
an indiscriminate rail upon all cor
porations,
all people of wealth,
whether they do well or 111. Out
of any such wild movement good
will not come, can not come, and
never has come. On the contrary,
the surest way to Invite reaction is
to follow the lead of either demagogue or visionary in a sweeping as
sault upon property values and upon
public confidence, which would work
Incalculable damage In the business
world and would produce such distrust of the agitators that In the
revulsion the distrust would extend
to honest men who. In sincere and
sane fashion, are trying to remedy
the evils."
law should not be
The anti-trurepealed; but it should be made both
more efficient and more In harmony
with actual conditions. It should be
so amended as to forbid only the
kind of combination
which
does
harm to the general public, such
o be accompanied
by,
amendment
or to be an Incident of. a grant of
supervisory puuter to the government over theso big concerns engaged In Interstate business. This
should be accompanied by provision
publication of
for the compulsory
accounts and the subjection of books
and papers to the inspection of the
government officials.
A beginning
has already been made for such suby
pervision
the establishment of the
bureau of corporations.
anti-truThe
law should not prohibit combinations that do no injustice to the public, Btill less those
the existence of which Is on the
whole of benefit to the public. But
even if this feature of the law were
abolished,
remain
there would
as an equally objeotionable feature
difficulty
delay now
the
and
incident to its enforcement. The government must now submit to Irksome and repeated delay before obtaining a final decision of the courts
upon proceedings instituted, and even
a favorable decree may mean an
empty victory. Moreover, to attempt
to central these corporations by lawsuits means to Impose upon both the
department of Justice and the courts
an Impossible burden; it is not feasible to carry on more than a limited
number of such suits. Such a law to
be really effective must of course be
administered by an executive body,
and not merely by means of lawsuits.
The design should be to prevent the
abuses incident to the creation of
unhealthy and improper combinations, instead of waiting until they
are in existence and then attempting
to destroy them by civil or criminal
proceedings.
A combination should not be tolerated if it abuse the power acquired by combination
to the publle
detriment. No corporation or association of any kind should be permitted to engage In foreign or Interstate commerce that is formed for
the purpose of, or whose operations
create, a monopoly or general control of the production, sale, or distribution of any one, of the prime
necessities of life or articles of general use and necessity. Such combinations are against public policy;
they violate the common law; the
doors of the courts . are closed to
those who are parties to them, and I
believe the congrees can close the
commerce
channels
of Interstate
against them for its protection. The
law should make Its prohibitions and
permissions as clear and deflnitn as
possible, leaving the least pie yble
room for arbitrary action ,osj legation of such action, on the part of
the executive, or of divergent interpretations by the courts. Among the
points to be aimed at should be the
prohibition of unhealthy
competition, such as by rendering service at
an actual loss for the purpose of
crushing out competition, the prevention of Inflation of capital, ami
prohibition of a corporation's
the
making exclusive trade with itself a
condition of having any trade with
agreements beItself. Reasonable
tween, or combinations of, corporations should be permitted, provided
they are first submitted to and 'approved by some appropriate government body.
The congress has the power to
charter corporations to engage in Interstate and foreign commerce, and
a general law can be enacted under the provisions of which existing
corporations could take out federal
charters and new federal corporations could be created. An essential
provision of such a law should be a
method of predetermining by some
federal board or commission whether
the applicant for a federal charter
was an association or combination
within the restrictions of the federal
law.
Provision should also be made
for complete publicity In all matters
affecting the public and complete
protection to the investing public and
the shareholders In the matter of
issuing corporate securities.
If an
Incorporation law is not deemed advisable, a license act for big interstate corporations night be enacted;
or a combination of the two might
be tried. The supervision established might be analogous to that now
exercised over national banks. At
least, the anti-truact should be
supplemented by specMc prohibitions
of the methods which experience has
shown have been of most service In
enabling monopolistic
combinations
to crush out competition. The real
owners of a corporations should be
compelled to do business in their
own name. The right to hold stock
in other corporations should hereafter be restricted to Interstate corporations, unless on approval by the
proper government officials, and a
prerequisite to such approval should
be the iTstlng with the government
of all owners and stockholders, both
by the corporations
owning such
by
stock and
the corporation in
which such slock is owned.
fair-deali-

st

st

st

over big business concerns engaginterstate commerce, would
benefit them as it has benefited the
national banks. In the recent business crisis it is noteworthy that the
institutions which failed were Institutions which were not under the
supervision and control of the national government.
Those which
were under national
control stood
the test.
National control of the kind above
advocated would be to the benefit
of every
railway.
Ftrom the standpoint of the public
i.iu.o is neea ior additional terminals, and improvements in the actual
handling of the railroads, and all
this as rapidly as possible. Ample,
safe, and speedy transportation facilities are even more necessary than
t
cheaD
there Is need for the investment of
monvy wnicn win provide
far all
these things while at the same
time
securing as far as is possible better
wages and shorter hours for their
employees.
Therefore, while there
must be Just and reasonable regulation of rates, we should be the first
to protest against any arbitrary and
unthinking movement to cut
down without the fullest and them
most
careful consideration of all Interests
.
concern, an1 v r in?
u
neeas.
of the situation. Only a wmiir
special body
...tn
ior me national government wui)
under authority . conferred
.
I UDOn
.
it hv fhn nniam mi
vufiipeieni
Judffment on such a matter.
Jlm
Tho.e who fear, from any reason,
the extension of Federal activity will
do well to study the history not only
of the national banking act but the
pure-foo- d
law, and notabljn th meat
inspection law recently enacted.
The
pure-foo- d
law was opposed so violently that Its passage was delayed
Tot a decade; yet It has worked unmixed and Immediate good.
The meat Inspection law was even
more violently astailed; and the
same men who now denounce
the
attitude of the National Government
In seeking to oversee and control the
workings of Interstate common carriers and business concerns, then asserted that we were " discriminating and ruining a great American
Industry,"
Two years
have not
elapsed and already it has become
evident that the great benefit the
law confers upon the public Is accompanied by an equal benefit to the
reputable
packing
establishments.
1 he latter are better off under the
law than they were without It. The
benefit to Interstate common carriers and business concern from the
legislation I advocate would be
marked.
Incldently, In the passage of the
pure-foo- d
law the action of the various
alry commisand
sioners showed In striking fashion
how much good for the whole people
from the hearty cooperation of the Federal and State officials in securing a given reform.
ed in

ret-ult- e

.

In my message to the congress
year ago I spoke as follows of thea
currency:
Currency.
"I especially call your attention to
the condition of our currency laws.
The national bank act has ably served a great purpose In aiding the enormous business development of the
country, and within ten years there
has been an increase in circulation
per capita from $21.41 to $43.08.
For several years evidence has been
accumulating that additional legislation Is needed. The recurrence of
each crop season emphasises the defects of the present laws. There
must soon be a revision of them, because to leave them as they are
means to Incur liability of business
disaster. Since your body adjourned there has been a fluctuation In the
Interest on call money from 2 per
cent to 30 per cent, and the fluctuation was even greater during the preceding six months. The secretary of
the treasury had to step In and by
wise action put a stop to the most
violent per'"of oscillation.
Kven
worse
such fluctuation Is the
adva.t e In commercial rates and the
unci ,alnty felt In t'ie sufficiency of
crea.t even at high ates. All commercial Interests suftr during each
crop period. Excessive rates for
call money In Newf JTork attract
money from the intsSr banks into
the speculative fields This depletes
the fund that would ""other wise be
available for eomme al uses, and
commercial borrowen are forced to
pay abnormal rates, so that each fall
a tax. In the shape of increased interest charges. Is pl ed on the whole
commerce of the o
try.
"The mere state
fu of these facts
ourshows that
Wsent system Is
seriously defecilve.Vw'here Is need of
a change.
Unfortunately,
however,
many of tl . proposed changes must
be ruled from consideration because
they are complicated, are not easy of
comprehension, and tend to disturb
existing rights and Interests. We mu.t
also rule out any plan which would
materially Impair the value of the
United States 1 per cent bonds now
pledged, to secure circulation, the Issue of which was made under condi- tlons peculiarly creditable to the
treasury. I do r.ct press any especial
plan. Various plans have recently
been proposed by expert committees
of bankers. Among the plans which
are possibly feasible and which certainly should receive your consideration is that repeatedly brought to
your attention by the present secretary of the treasury, the essential
features of which have been approved by many prominent bankers and
According to this
business men.
plan national banks should be permitted to iSHue a specified proportion
of their capital In notes of a given
kind, the Issue to be taxed at so high
a rate as to drive the notes back
when not wanted In legitimate trade.
This plan would not permit the lsue
of currency to give banks additional
profits, but to meet the emergency
presented by times of stringency,
"I do not say that this is the
right system. 1 only advance It to
emphasize my belief that there is
need for the adoption of some system which shall be automatic and
open
banks, so
to all sound
possibility
of
as to avoid all
discrimination and favoritism, Such
a plan would tend to prevent
the apaAini of high money and speculation which now obtain In the New
York market; for at present there is
.s
too much currency at certain
of the year, and Its accumulation at New York tempts bankers to
lend it at low rates for speculative
purposes; whereas at other times
moved
when the crops are being
there is urgent need for a large but
temporary Increase in the currency
supply. It must never be forgotten
that this question concerns business
men generally quite as
much as
bankers; especially Is this true of
stockmen, farmers, and business men
In the west; for at present at certain
-

'
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seasons of the year the dlfferencs in
Interest rates between the east and
me west is from 9 to 10 per cent
whereas In Canada the cormmnnii,
Ing difference Is but I per cent. Anv
plan must, of course, guard the in
terests or western and southern
bankers a carefully as it guards the
Interests of New York City or Chicago bankers, and must be drawn
from the standpoints of the farmer
ana the merchant no less than from
the standpoints of the city banker
ana country Dinner.
I again urae on tha ronvreita tha
need of Immediate attention to this
matter. We need a greater elasicity
In our currency; provided, of course,
that we recognise the even greater
need of a cafe and secure currency.
There must always be the most rigid
examination Dy tne national author
Itls.
Provision should be made for
an emergency currency. The emergency Issue should, of course, b
made with an effective guaranty, and
upon conditions carefully prescribed)
by the government. Such emergency
sun mun De Dasew on aaequate se
curities approved by the government,
and must be Issued, under a heavy
tax. This would permit currency being Issued when the demand for it
was urgent, while securing its retire
ment as the demand fell off. It is
rworth investigating
to determine
whether officers and directors of na
tional banks should ever be allowed
to loan to themselves. Trust comoa
nles should be subject to the same
supervision as banks; legislation to
this effect should be enacted for the
uistrlct of Columbia and the territories.
Yet we must also remember that
even the wisest legislation on the
subject can only accomplish a certain
amount. No legislation can bv any
possibility guarantee the business
community agninst the results of
speculative folly any more than it
can guarantee an Individual against
the results of his extravagance. When
an Individual mortgages his house
to buy an automobile he Invites disaster; and w'hen wealthy men, or
men whe pose as such, or are unscrupulously or foolishly eager to become such, Indulge In reckless speculationespecially If It Is accompanied by dishonesty
they Jeopardize
not only their own future but the
future of all their Innocent fellow-citizen-s,
for they expose the whole
business community to panic and distress.
Ilevemis.
The Income account of the nation
Is In a most satisfactory condition.
For the six fiscal years ending with
the 1st of July last, the total expenditures and revenues of the national
government, exclusive of the postal
revenues and expenditures, were, In
revenues,
round numbers,
and expenditures,
The net excels of Income
over expenditures, including In the
latter the fifty millions expended' for
the Panama Canal, was one hundred
and ninety million dollars for the six
years, an average of about thirty-on- e
millions a year. This represents an
approximation between Income and
outgo which It would be, hard to Improve. Th. satisfactory working of
the present tariff law has been chiefly
responsible for this excellent ehow-InNevertheless, there Is an evident
and constantly growing feeling among
our people that the time is rapidly
approaching when our system of revenue legislation must be revised.
The Tariff.
This country is definitely committed to the protective system and any
effort to uproot it could not but
cause widespread Industrial disaster.
In other words, the principle of the
present tariff law could not with wisdom be changed. But in a country
of such phenomenal growth as ours
It Is probably well that every dozen
ytars or so the tariff laws should be
carefully scrutinized so as to see that
no excessive or Improper benefits are
conferred thereby, that proper revenue is provided, and our foreign trade
la encouraged. There must always be
as a minimum a tariff which will not
only allow for the collection of an
ample revenue but which will at
least make good, the difference in
cost of production her and abroad;
that is, the difference In the labor
cost hire and abroad, for the well
being of the wage worker must ever
be a cardinal point of American policy.
The question should be approached purely from a business
standpoint; both the time and the
manner of the change being such as
to arouse the minimum of agitation
and disturbance In
the
business
world, and to give the least play for
selfish and factional motives.
The
sole consideration should be to see
that the sum total of changes
the public good. This means
that the subject can not with wisdom be dealt with In the year preceding a presidential election, because as a matter of fact experience
has conclusively shown that at such
a time It Is Impossible to get men
to treat It from the standpoint of
the public good.
In my Judgment
the wise time to doal with the matter
is Immediately afier such election.
Income Tax and
Tax.
iWhen our tax laws are revised the
question of an income tax and an
inheritance tax should receive the
careful attention of our legislators.
In my Judgment both of these taxes
should be part of our system of fed
I
speak
eral taxation.
dlfldently
about the Income tax because one
an
scheme for
Income tax was declared unconstitutional by the supreme court; while in addition it is a
difficult tax to administer
in its
practical working, and great care
would have to be exercised to see
that it was not evaded by the very
men whom it was most desirable to
have taxed, for If o evaded It would,
of course, be worse tnan no tax at
all; as the least desirable of all tax
es Is the tax which bears heavily
upon the honest as compared with
the dishonest man. Nevertheless, a
graduated Income tax of the proper
type would be a desirable feature of
federal taxation, and It Is to be hoped
that one may be devised which the
supreme court will declare constitutional. The Inheritance tax. however
Is both a far better method of taxation, and far more important for the
purposa of having the fortune of the
country bear in proportion to their
increase In size a corresponding Increase and burden of taxation. The
government has the absolute right to
decide as to the terms upon which a
man shall receive a bequest or device
from another, and this point In the
devolution of property is especially
appropriate for the imposition of a
tax. Laws imposing such taxes have
repeatedly been placed upon the
statute books and as repeatedly declared constitutional
by the
coarts; and these laws contained the
progressive principle, that Is, after a
certain amount is reached the bequest or gift, In life or death, Is Increasingly burdened and the rate of
taxation Is Increased in proportion
to the remoteness of blood of the
man receiving the beauest. These
principles are recognized already In
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of the junction by the courts, not only In tion Into the condition of women and
. children
labor dlsnutea but r
recently auare concerned.
I refrain from dis thorized and directed by 'the con-- "
tically exempt from death duties. cussion
of this question as I am in- (Tress Is now being carried on In the
wmie tne increase is such that when formed that It will soon receive the vaslous states, and I recommend
an estate exceeds Ave millions of consideration of the supreme court.
the appropriation made last year that
for
dollars In Value and passes to a dis
beginning this work be renewed, ir
tant kinsman or stranger In blood the
KroployerV
order
we
may
liability.
that
have
thorthe
government receives all told
n
national government
should ough and comprehensive Investigaamount equivalent to nearly a fifth beThe
a
employer. It should de- tion which the subject demand , The)
of the whole estate. In Francs so mand model
the highest quality of service njfcf1r.tiil r.".- -..i i "iniii una mm Mil ultimuch of an Inheritance as exceeds from each
Its employes and It mate resort for control of child la- nu.ooo.ooo pays over a fifth to the should care of
for all of them properly ihfi- - me use or tne interstate com- state If it parses to a distant relative. n return. Cnngess
,
a .i
...... . aUiim
.
should adopt leg- m,rrA
ma linjQucis
The German law Is especially Inter- islation povldlng limited
imwiii
but definite of child labor from
entering ltno Inesting to us because It makes the In- compensation for
accidents
to all terstate commerce. But before using
heritance tax an imperial
measure workmen within the
scope of the this It Olirht fcrtalnlw ffn AnaA
while allotting to the Individual federal
power.
Including
employes of el hiwg on the subject for the terrl- states of th empire a portion of the navy yards and
proreeaa ana permitting them to Im- words, a mortal arsenals. In other
uiiutr us owu immediate conemployers' liability trol.
pose taxes in addition to those Im- act,
posed by the Imperial government. should be enacted and thoroughgoing,
should apFarmer and
Small Inheritances are exempt, but ply to all positions,which
public and prithe tax Is so sharply progressive that vate, over which the national
When the' denartment of srrtr.ul- governwhen the Inheritance Is still not very ment has Jurisdiction. The
lure was founded there was much
number sneering
large, provided It Is not an agricul- or accidents to wage
as to Its usefulness.
N
workers. Includ- department
tural or a forest land. It Is taxed at ing those that are preventable
of the government, however,
the rate of 26 per cent if It goes to those that are not, has become and
more
has
emDhatlcallv
vindl.
apdistant relatives. There Is no reason palling In the mechanical,
- cated Its usefulness, and none sav
mamifacwhy In the United States the national tUrlnff And TrandnitollnM
.i
the postoffice department comes so
'
vtrt nitons- continually
government should not Impose Inher- or thB dwy. It '
and Intimately into touch
grim
works
hardship
itance taxes In addition to those ImThe two citizens
o miliary wage worker and his wun tne people.
wif
posed by the ttes, and when we family to have the effect of such an whose welfare is In the aggregate,
last had an Inheritance tax about accident fall solely upon him;
most vital to the welfare
the na
one half of the states levied such on the other hand there are and. tion, and therefore to the of
welfare ot
whole an otner citizens, are
taxes concurrently with the national classes of attorneys who
wage-worthe
exist only
maximum rate, in some cases as high by InriYlns m.n- nhn r,.
does manual labor r,t
...raj vi may the tillerwho
as 26 per cent. The French law has not have been
of the soil, th
wronged to undertake
farmer.
one feature which Is to be heartily ouu ior negligence.
There are, of course, kinds of labor
commended. The progressive prinwnere tne worn must be purely menciple is so applied that each hlsher
tal, and there are other kinds of
Tfio Eight-Holaw.
rate is imposed only on the excess
where, under existing condt-tlon- s.
The congress should consider the tabor very
a nove the amount subject to the next
little demand Indeed la
eight-hoextension
of
the
lower rate; so that each Increase of
law. The made upon the mind, though
1
rate will apply only to a certain constitutionality of th-- s present law glad to say that the proportion am
of
has recently been called intn nuta men engaged In
amount above a certain maximum. tion,
this kind of worst
and the supreme court has de- Is diminishing. But
The tax should if possible be made
any
In
commuto bear more heavily UDon thoss re cided that the existing legislation
is nity with the solid, healthy qualities)
siding without the country than with unquesnonaoiy within the powers of which make
up
really
a
great
nation
congress.the
The principle of the
in it. A heavy progesatve tax upon eight-hoduik or. tne people should do
day should as rapidly and ins
a very large fortune Is In no war
work
which
calls
for
rIm a.
far as practicable be extended to both body and mind. theProgress
such a tax upon thrift or industry as as
oat
entire work carried on by ths not permanently exist in the abana line tax wouia De on a small for- the
law donment of physical labor, but las.
tune. No advantage comes either to government; and the present
be amended to embrace con the development of chvsicai lal-..-r
the country as a whole or to the In- should on
works which
dividuals inheriting the money by tractspresentmore public
shall represent more and
... so thattneit work
the
wordina- - of tha r
permitting the transmission In their been
or the trained
construed to exclude. The gen- more
entirety of tha enormous
fortunes eral Introduction
in
sys
the trained body. Our school mind
of the eight-howhich would be affected by such a day
tem
gravely
Is
defective
should be the goal toward which It puts a premium upon In so fax aa
tax would help to preserve a measmere literurable equality of opportunity for the we should steadily tend, and the sov. ary training and tends therefore
t
should set the example In train the boy away
people of the generations growing to ernment
from the farm
manhood. We have not the slightest this respect.
and
the
workshop.
Nothing
mor
sympathy with that socialistic Idea Compulsory Investigation of Indus needed than the best type ofis indusIHsputcs.
trial lockouts,
which try to put laziness, thrlftless-nes- s
trial
school,
school
the
for
mechaniStrikes
and
with ftmlr
andi Inefficiency on a par with
industries In the city, the school
loss and suffering, continue cal
Industry, thrift and efficiency, which attendant
tor practically teaching agriculture
Increase. For the five years end- in
would strive to break up not merely to
country. The calling of th
the
ing
December II, 1805, the number
private property, but what Is far
skilled tiller of the soil, the calling
strikes was greater than those In of
more Important, the home, the chief of
skilled mechanic, should alike,
prop upon which our whole civilisa- any previous ten years and was be the
recognized aa professions. Just aa
double the number in the nranoHinv
tion stands, ftuch a theory If ever five
emphatically
as the calling of lawyears.
These figures Indicate the
adopted, would mean the ruin of the
increasing need or providing some yer, doctor, merchant, or clerk. Th
entire country a ruin which would machinery
schools
should recognize this fact
to deal with this class of
Dear heaviest upon the weakest, upIn the Interest alike of and It should equally be recognised
on those least able
to shift for disturbances
In
popular
opinion. The young man
the
employer,
employee
and the who
themselves. But proposals for legis general public. the
the farsightedness and
lation such as this herein advocated recommenaauon I renew my previous couragehasto recognize
it and to get
that the congress over the idea that
are directly opposed to this class of favorably
It makes
difconsider the matter of
socialistic theories. Our aim Is to creating
ference
whether
what
he earns la
machinery
comthe
for
recognise what Lincoln pointed out: pulsory Investigation
wages,
called
salary
or
reand
who
of
such
Indus
The fact that there are some re- trial
controversies as are of sufficient fuses to enter the crowded field of
spects in which men are obviously
the
professions,
magnitude
takes)
and
and of sufficient concern
not equal; but also to Insist that to
the people of the country as a to constructive Industry instead. Is
there should be an equality of
reasonably
sure
an
of
ample
to
whole
govern.
the
federal
warrant
reward
and of mutual rasped, an
In earning, in health, in opportunity
in laamg action.
equality of rights before the law and merit
marry
to
early,
to
and
The
need for some provision for
establish a
at least an approximate equality In
.investigation was forcibly Il- home with a fair amount of freedom
the conditions under which each man such
worry.
from
past
during
It
should
be one of
lustrated
the
oumimer.
obtains the chance to show the stuff A
strike of telegraph operators seri- our prime objects to put both the
that la in him when compared to his ously
farmer
and
on
the
mechanic
telegraphic
a highinterfered with
teiiows.
communication, causing great dam er plane of ettlclenoy and reward, so)
KnforoPtnent of Uvo Tjiw.
age to business Interests and serious as to increase their effectiveness in
A few years Ixo there wa tnuA Inconvenience to the general
public. the economic world, and therefore
complaint that the law could not be Appeals
were made from many parts the dignity, the remuneration, and
invoked against wMlth
i ...
of the country, from city councils, the power of their positions In th
There Is no such complalst now. The from boards of trade, from chambers social world.
'
i
Inland Waterways.
i" department of Justice of commerce, and from labor organ
during "l
the last few years
The conservation of our natural
been izations, urging thai steps be taken
such as to make it evident has
to terminate the strike. Everything resources and their power use conno
that
man stands above the law,
the fundamental
no that could with any propriety
be stitute
problem
corporation Is so wealthy thatthat
which underlies almost every other
It can done by a representative of the gov
not be held to account. The Departwas done, without aval), and problem of our national life.
ernment
We
ment of Justice has been as nrnmnt ror weeks the public stood by and must maintain
for our civilization
to proceed agaimit t.hs w.gitki.i suffered without
recourse of any the adequate material basis without
malefactor whose
was one of kind. Had the machinery
existed
that civilization can not exist.
greed and cunning crime
as to proceed and had, there been authority for We must show foresight, we must
against the agitator who Incites
look ahead. As a nation we not only
to compulsory investigation of the disbrutal violence. Kverythlng that can pute, the public would have been enjoy a wonderful measure of presbe don under the existing law,
placed In possession of the merits of ent prosperity but If this prosperwith the exlstlnir sin to nf nnkiii, and the controversy, and public opinion ity Is
aright It is an earnest of
inlon, which so profoundly Influences would probaoiy have brought about future used
success such as no other nauom me courts and Juries, has been a prompt adjustment.
tion will have. The reward of foredone. But the laws themselvoa nxM
sight for this nation Is great and
IfeiMial and Labor.
strengthening In more than one im
Is certain that for some time to easily foretold.
It
But there must be
portant point; tney Khould be made come there will ba a constant In the look ahead, there
must be a remore definite, so that no honest man crease absolutely, and perhaps rela alization of the
fact that to waste, to
tan be led unwittingly
to break tively, or those among our cltlxrw destroy, our natural resources, to
them, and so that the real vrmrinr who dwell In cities or towns of some skin and exhaust the land
Instead
can be readily punished.
size and who work for wages. This of using It so as to 1 norease Its use.Moreover, thare must be the pubmeans that there will be an ever-I- n
fulness,
will
undermining
in
result
in
lic opinion back of the laws or the creasing need to consider the prob
the days of our children
very
laws themselves will be of no avail.
lems Inseparable from a great Indus- prosperity which we ought the
by
right
At present, while the average Jury trial civilization. Where an immense to band
to them amplified and
man undoubtedly wishes to see trusts and
complex business, especially In developed.downFor the last few years,
broken up,, and Is quite ready to fine those branches relating to manufac
through
agencies, the governthe corporation Itself, he Is very re- ture and transportation, is transact- ment hasseveral
been endeavoring to get
luctant to find the facts nroven
capitalist
by a large number of
our people to look ahead and to subyond a reasonable doubt when it ed
larger stitute
who employ a very much
a planned and orderly develcoms to sending to Jull a member number
of capitalists who employ a opment of our resources in place
of
of the business community for In- very much larger number of
haphazard
a
striving for immediate
dulging in practices which are promore and profit.
former
tend
the
great
Our
systems
river
foundly unhealthy, but which, un- more to combine into corporations should be developed as
national watfortunately, the business community and
the latter Into unions. The re er highways; the Mississippi, with,
has grown to recognize as well-niglations of the capitalist and wage- - its tributaries, standing first In' imnormal. Both the present conullion
to one another, and of each portance, and the Columbia second,
of the law and the present temner worker
to the general public, are not always although there are many others of
of JurieM render It a tatk of extreme easy
adjust; and to put them and Importance on the Pacific, the Atdirnculty to get at the real wrong- keep to
on a satisfactory basis is lantic and the gulf slopes. The nadoer in any such case, especially by one ofthem
the most important and one tional government should undertake
Imprisonment. Yet it Is from everv of the most
delicate tasks before our this work, and 1 hope a beginning
standpoint far preferable to punish whole civilization.
Much of the work will be made in the present contne prime orrenner by imprisonment for the accomplishment of this end gress;
the greatest of all our
rather than to fine the corporation, must be done by the Individuals con- rivers, and
the MlsslMHippi,
should rewith the attendant damage to stock- cerned themselves, whether singly or ceive especial
attention.
From the
holders.
one
fundaIn
combination;
great
the
and
to
lakes
of the MisThe two great evils In the execu mental fact that must never be lost sissippi there the mouth
watbe
should
deep
a
tion of our criminal laws today are
track of is that the character of the erway, with deep waterways leading
sentimentality and technicality. For average
man,
be a man from It to the east and
he
whether
the west,
the latter the remedy must come of means or a man who works with tiuch a waterway
would practically
from the hands of the legislatures, his hands, is the most important mean
the
our
extension
of
coast line
the courts, and the lawyers. The oth factor In solving the problem aright. into the very
heart of our country,
er must depend for lis cure upon the But
to
equally
Is
important
It
almost
it would bo of Incalculable benefit
gradual growth of a ound public
it to our people. If begun at once
that without good laws
It
opinion which shall Insist that regard remember
propto
Impossible
is
the
reach
also
can
be carried through in time apfor the l.iw and the demands of rea
It is Idle to hold that preciably to relieve the congestion,
son shall control all other influences er solution.
good laws evtls such as child of our great freight-carryin- g
lines
and emotions In tne Jury box. Both without
of womlabor, as the
of railroads.
The work should be
of these evils mut be removed or en,
protect
employto
failure
as
the
systematically
carcontinuously
and
public discontent with the criminal
ees from loss of life or limb, can be ried forward
in accordance with,
luw will continue.
any
more
effectively
than
reached,
same
plan.
Injunctions.
of rebate and
lUxiaiitatltMi Murk.
Instances of abuse in the granting the evils
good
can
without
be
reached
Irrigation
be
should
far more exof Injunction In labor disputes con- laws.
fall to stop these prac- tensively developed than at present,
tinue to occur, and the resentment in tices byTo legislation
means
force
to
not only In the sate of the great
the minds of those who feel that the honest men Into them, because
othplains and the Bocky mountains, but
rights are being Invaded and their
will
surely
who
dishonest
erwise
tha
in many others, as, for instance, in
liberty of action and of speech unwarrantably restrained continues like take advantage of them will have large portions of the south Atlantlo
If the and gulf states, where It should go.
wise to grow. Much of the attack on everything their own way.
will correct these evUs, well hand in hand with the reclamation
the use of the proce.--s of Injunction statesgood;
but the nation must stand of swamp lurid. The federal governis wholly without warrant; but I am and
to aid them.
ment should seriously devote Itself
constrained to express the belief that ready
question
growing out of our to this task, realizing that utilization
No
for some of It there is warrant. ThUi rapid
develcomplex
and
Industrial
waterways and water-powe- r,
of
forquestion la becoming more and more
one of prime Importance, and unless opment is more important than that estry, irrigation, and the reclamation
of women and of lands threatened
with overflow,
the courts will themselves deal with of the employment
The presence of women in are all Interdependent parts of the
it In effective manner, It Is certain children.
ultimately to demand some form of Industry reacts with extreme direct- same problem. The work of the relegislative action. It would be most ness upon the character of the home clamation service In developing the
unfortunate for our social welfare if and upon family life, and the con- larger opportunities of the western
we should permit many honest and ditions surrounding the employment half of our country for irrigation is
citizens to feel that they of children bear a vital relation to more important than almost arty other niovnineiit.
The constant purcause for regarding
our our future citizenship. Our legislahad Jut
I
earnestly tion in those areas under the control pose of the government In conneccourts with hostility.
congress
very
la
much behind tion with the reclamation service has
of the of the
commend to the attention
congress this matter, so that some the legislation of our more progres- been to use the water resources of
way may be devised which will limit sive states. A thorough and comprethe publlo land a for the ultimate
the abuse of Injunctions and protect hensive measure should be adopted greatest good of the greatmn numcongress
relat- ber; In other words, to put upon the
tho.e rights which from time to at this session of the
s,
tfme it unwarrantably Invades. More- ing to the employment of women and land permanent
to use
over, discontent Is often expre,-children In the District of Columbia and develop it for themselves and
The Investiga for their children
with the use of the process of In and the territories.
and children's
woria. in Ureat Britain all
estates worth $5,000 or less aretheprac-
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last forty years and th pay of the tack them, no long as the foe has In the best Insurance for peace that
Ocean Mall Service.
children. There has been, of course, fourth greatest Industry In the Unl-- I der proper regulations; or else, If the
I call your especial attention to soldier, like the pay of the afflcers, existence a hostile navy of anything by human ingenuity be devised.
opposition to this work; opposition ted states; and yet, so rapid nas congress will not adopt this method,
JNircsini Affair.
should be proportionately increased. like the same size or efficiency. But
from some Interested men who de- been the rate of exhaustion of tim- and coal deposits should be sold un-as the unsatisfactory" condition of our The
In foreign affairs this count
first sergeant of a company, if unless there exists such a navy then
foreign mall service, which, because
sire to exhaust the land for their ber In the United States in the past, der limitations, to conserve them
good
policy
man, must be one of such the fortifications are powerless by steady
is to behave taw
own Immediate profit without regard and so rapidly is the remainder be- public utilities, the right to mine of the lack of American steamship a
administrative ability, themslvee to secure the victory. For other nations aa a strong and
to the welfare of the next genera- ing exhausted, that the country is coal being separated from the title lines Is now largely done through executive and
behave
foreign lines, and which, particularly and such knowledge of his trade, as of course the mere deficiency means respecting man should
tion, and opposition from honest and unquestionably on the verge of a to the soil. The regulations should
to be worth far more than we at that any resolute enemy can at his ward the other men with whom, li
men who did not fully timber famine which will be Mt In permit cjal lands to be worked in so far as South and Central America present
pay
him. The same Is true leisure combine all his forces upon Is brought into contact.
by
the several are concerned, Is done In a manner
sufficient quantity
understand the subject or who did every household in the land. There corpoiations.
sergeant
Cuba.
major. one point with the certainty that he
The present limita- which constitutes a serious barrier of the regimental
not look far enough ahead.
This has already been a rise in the price
men
A year ago In consequence of a
These
should
be men who had can taka It.
excessive,
absurd,
to
our
commerce,
been
of
the extension
opposition In, I think, dying away, of lumber, but there Is certain to be tions have
fully resolved to make the army a
In
movement
Cuba
our battle fleet Is much larg- revolutionary
and our people are understanding a more rapid and heavier rise In the and serve no useful purpose, and oflife occupation and they should be er Until
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of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
WANTED Books to audit or cor-rebookkeeping or office systems
to open, books to keep evening
Address, D. S.
Much experience.
B., care Cltlsen office.
WANTED--On- e
or two cowboy saddles, light weight, good condition,
at low price. Write today to L.
N. care The Cltlsen.
WANTED Ladles desiring new fall
stylet In millinery to call on Miss
Crane,
North Seoond street
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Phone
Also apprentices wanted.

Is

scathinp
- the Presuw
ed upoj;'
the w. Cochise, and Yuma
merce ',
next, none of the re
mentl
reaching the hu
mr ntleslollar
In Ml
mark.
te
,"Yuma counties the larger
he gold Is derived from the a
ores, while in Cochise flve-- s
the gold is derived from. co.
lead ores,
l Yavapai county somewhat n
Is derived from t
l ores,
the remainder from c
is
ore. For the state as a wh
f nearly the same amounts
are derived from siliceous oi
brown copper ores. The plac
luctlan approximates $4o,000, d
. d
partly from dry washings. C
whole the mining Industry ej
year.
Th
,, enced a successful
,.ng of Hlllceous ores yielded leg
in 1905, but there was an lii
ores and awl
from
d ores. Unless the produc-'Iceou- s
lncreas-reasgreatly
i
lo expect a small
In
he gold production

w,

rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
light housekeeping.
Apply at 108
Kast Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Nice room and board
at 616 Bast Central avenue, best
In the city; prices reasonable.
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping, 410 North Second st
FOR RENT Houso, ( rooms, corner Central avenue and Hill street.
To a permanent tenant tit par
month. Apply to j. f. mtny,
FOR KENT Nicely furnished rooms
North
with or without board,
Eighth street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping, also bed rooms.
Cheapest rates In the city. Minneapolis, 624 South ftecond street. A.
T. Devore.
for
FOR RENT Room furnished
light housekeeping.
611
North
Second street.

"When Cooper was In Boston I
heard a good deal about his Ideas
Next, one or
on stomach trouble.
two friends told me that his mediI
cines had greatly helped them.
purchased some of the New Discovery medicine. Today I am perfectly
well; I sleep like a boy, can eat
anything and have no rheumatism or
heart trouble. I no longer have any
gas on my stomach, and feel as I
did years ago. No one could be more
astonished by these facts than myself. They are remarkable, but
true. This is indeed a wonderful
medicine."
FOR SALE
preparations have
The Cooper
widely
sold and discussed
been more
since being Introduced than anything FOR
SALE Four-roomodern
44.
of the kind ever before sold by drugbrick cottage, 4th ward. Cheap for WANTED JOB By buy reared on an
gists. We sell them and explain their
days.
P. O. Box 21 8.
few
a
Iowa farm, who Is MCndlngr night
nature. J. H. O'Rlelly, Second and FOR SALE Horn
baking, taffies.
Ilonrwt,
school wants day work.
Central.
Jollies, etc. 109 E. Coal. Mrs. C. W.
reliable and not afraid of work.
Flneron.
Addrews, .Mm, tills oflicn.
FOH SALE Standard bred collie WANTED Stenographers, bookkeeppups. None finer in the territory.
ers, salesmen, malingers and office
402 South Edith street. Wm. Bel-demen for open positions In New
Mexico, Arizona. Texas and Mexico.
Business Mens Association,
FOR SALE Fine business property.
203 V4 E. Central Ave., Albuquer-que- .
This will pay large Interest.
M., Phone 257.
N.
21
Co.,
Gold.
West
Porterfleld
modern, WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
FOR SALE Nine-roomen, between ages of 11 and 36;
brick dwelling, best location In
city. A. Fleischer,
212 H
South
citizens of United States, of good
Second strnet.
character and temperate habits,
who can speak, read and write
FOR SALE 10 room modern house
English. For Information apply to
on West Silver avenue. Call and
Recruiting Officer, 20t B. Central
see It and make us an offer. PorAve., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
terfleld Co., 216 West Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Lot near in on South
Easy
Edith street at a bargain.
terms. Porterfleld Co., 216 West
MONEY TO LOAN
Gold avenue.
SALE Ten pounds extracted
Interfered With Fight Between FOR
Money to loan at 8 per cent on
honey for tl: 00 pound can for IS. good
real estate security. P O. Box
Allen,
by
postal.
W.
O.
P.
P.
Order
Natives and Was
218.
Box 202. ATbuquerque, N. M
FOR SALE 1700. 4 room, shingle
Turned Upon.
roof, adobe dwelling. N. Fourth
SALESMEN
street. A. Fleischer, 212 ft South
second street.
El "so, Texas., Dec. 8. Word has
WANTED A salesman of ability to
.
of
here
received
been
a
represent us exclusively In
ing to death of Miperlntend-- -.1
and New Mexico, with our
ft. Bogga of the Walker minlarge and first class line of calenests of the state of Durango
dars, advertising specialties
and
peons near
41 d of Mexican
druggists
labels and boxes during
several days ago. The oc-1908. Our line Is so complete that
one of the most brutal
every business concern In each
in that state.
and every town and city (large or
Henry
by Mrs.
Recommended
irder occurred about three Symes,
small) can be successfully solicitto develop the bust from 4
ney from the city of Du-- r to 6
ed. Our goods are first class and
inches.
the Walker mines. Suwas
priced right. Our company
nt Boggs was approaching
Guaranteed to be made from the
organlzel In 1882 and is well and
ty when he Baw two
Ia perfectly
Galega
Extract.
true
nown
favorably
throughout
the
In a fight and ln-- 1 hai mless.
country. Capitalized for t200,000.
of spectators
number
per
per
26
cent and
Commission 20
The Vaucalre Formula is a general
Ing the conflict and when
cent. A man of ability and willing
but It has s specific effect upon
interfered turned upon tonic,
can
steadily
make from
to
work
tried stones at him until the bust. Price 76 cents. For sale by
$50 to tlOO per week. Good man
to the ground fatally in-- y Highland Pharmacy and
'only wanted. Enclose thU advercontinued the stoning
with your application.
tisement
Merl extinct,
Sales Manager.
Address.
Pharmacy
was a native of North
chants Publishing Co., Kalamazoo,
lived at Statesville,
Mich.
that state. Only reany cause
A ticking cough,
turned to Mexico after Is quickly stopped from
by Dr. Shoop's
cation of several weeks Cough Cure. And It is so thoroughfather at that place, ly
and afe. that Dr. Shoop
h Kl Paso on his way tellsharmless
Mens
Association
The lioslnes
mothers everywhere to give It
ead man went to the without hesitation
even to very furnishes men for all high class poyears ago, young babies. The wholesome
lie many
green sitions In New Mexico, Arizona, Texed a practical knowl-an- d leaves and tender stems of a
as and Mexico, and recommends only
g
later rose to the
those of highest character and qualishrub,
mountainous
furnish
uperlntendent of the the curative
to
properties
Dr. fication.
,
well known In North Shoop's Cough Cure.
203 'i K.
It calms the IIiiHlnpKM Menu
Central Ave.. Albuquerque, X.
cough, and heals the sore and senbe
learned
257.
M.
here
Phono
No
sitive
bronchial
membranes.
It - parties were
opium, no chloroform, nothing harsh
Spbscrtbs for The Citizen and ge'
or not.
used to injure or suppress. Simply
a resinous plant extract, that helps the news.
to heal aching lungs. The Spaniards
at rJcttjsburg.
of Fayette. N. Y., call this shrub which the doctor
"The Siicred Herb."
Demand
Gettysburg, writes:
Take no other. Sold
ave done me more Dr. Shoop'.
by
all
dealers.
I
dlclne I ever took.
o
I
I
had stomach
t
If you want anything on earth, you
out much money
fi
tie purpose, until can get It through the wart columns
I
lectric Bitters.
I f The Evening Citizen. W jet
v
10 for what they
hi
Grand tonic for
th
female weakness, A M'tllrlt Minister Reennmirnilft
Gr
d body builder:
t luinihcrlniu's Couch Remedy.
sui
oack and weak
We
have
used
Chamberlain's
kid
Relieves Colds by working them out
d by all drug- - Cough Ken:ely in our home for ."even
gist
eais, and It has always proved to of the system through a copious and
be :i reliable
remedy.
We
have healthy action of the bowels.
S'.
, I.KAVFS 2tl
that it would do more than
WKl
MOUXI.XG AT found
mamifjcturevs
oiplm
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
It.
the
It
i
for
& O-good
Is cf p.'clii !y
for croup and mucous membranes of the throat, chest
cniit,:!.
Da
iter of the Rio whooping Rev.
and bronchial tubes.
Jimi" A. Lewis.
Gran
n the city yes- M. C. Church.
MI'acH.
Minn
Pastor
terday.
"A pleasant to the taste
Remedy is
Ch.i miieriuln's Cough
as Maple Sugar"
soM by all ilrmrsjists.
Water
Pal Pinto Wells Minora!
cure'? and prsvents constipation. Ask
your procer for it.
i

.:
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.n
i;.
wroni
,
In the end to v
to the latter'
"who
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way w
tends ,f
- to
apoct I,

ADS

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR RENT

TO DEATH

OUTPUT
old Production

the new. medicine: "For over seven
years I suffered with catarrh of the
stomach, and for the past year I was
I attributed
lame with rheumatism.
this to my stomach trouble, as my
What
circulation was very poor.
food I ate would turn to gas almost
at once. I would have a sensation of
bloating, and would have to belch
frequently to relieve this. My heart
also became affected, and I would
suddenly become diszy and have palpitations. I was tired and dull and
despondent at all times. I lost a
great deal of flesh, and was nervous
This went on for
and depressed.
over seven years, although I spent
hundreds of dollars trying to get

AMERICAN

BIG METAL

1

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

HOUR STONE

ARIZONA HAS A

PACK KSTS&

C L A SSIFI ED

1

Animals Are Healthier Because of
Strong Digestive Apparatus.
l.iteredting Interview was
obtained with L. T. Cooper,
ns young man whtw theory and
nediclnes have created such a
during the part year.
Mr. Cooper, In speaking of the re- -.
tarkable success of his medicines,
ad this to soy on the subject: "My
edJclne regulates the stomach. That
' . why it is successful.
The human
omach today has become
and Is the cause for most III
the doe. and
..nh in ka hnrin.
you see
ie wild animals generally,
de- -i
nerve eihauMlon, no chronic day
They are not shut up
f.
day wit practically no exer-- v
and they are not able to stult
when their
emselvea with food
ilea have not had enough work to
itify it. The human race has been
..ng this for years, and look at theg
uit half the people are complaln-tof poor health, not real Illness
tired, droopy feeitat a half-sicng.
They don't really know what
Is the matter with them.
"I know that all the trouble Istused by weak, overworked stommy
chs. I have proved this with peo-H
ediclne to many thousands of
in most of the leading cities of
I expect to do the
his country.
ame thing in Europe next year.
'hia Is the real reason for the depend for my preparation."
' Among those who have recently
been converted to Cooper's theory is
Mr. Monroe Brown, of 8 Hancock
street, Winchester, Mass. Mr. Brown
has this to say of his experience with

CIYIZES.

HAS

URIAH STOMACH

An

EVENING

120 W.

Cell

THIS

tens

A Good Double
Plush Lap Robe

WEEK

Winona
Indian Singer

Scotti's Illustrated Songs

.

By Special Request

RICHARD MANDELL
"Ku-KIux-Kla-

The LeRoys
Latest Moving Pictures

J

1

...

vAiJi

Solid Comfort

A driver experiences solid comfort when be is protected by a
These Robes
SA Pluih Robe,
are thick, strong and warm.
They will not shed ; they are
durable. They are
with handsome patterns in beautiful colors,
4
Aslc for a SA Pluh Robs.

We Sell Them

Will Last You a Life Time
Why Not'Get One Now
We ha v.; a vey I.ukc

stock wo
bought direct from mil's at low
prkea and we give you thin advantage

HORSE
that suit

In

BLANKETS

If You Want A

i

Plumber

-

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

KILLthe COUGH

LUI.CS

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

Or, king's

w,th

I
1

.

.t

214 North
Albuquerque,

-

Second Street
Xew Mexico

Every

right.

quality, prico, durability.

J. Korber & Co.

lieeWter.

Standard Plumbing &Hs3tLi

Co

FC

Vcjr OLD-
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nonsuit us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

s
1

1

0 South Second St.

northeast
iji'erqup,

SLIPPERS, DRESS SLIPPERS

HOUSE

S2.00
Hi
$1.75
0
$2.00
$1.00
75
50

Men's SlvllHli Shoe
Sli.KT, IWl, VIH Kid or 1'a.ir
Men'
Women
Shoe, IMtent KM. XM Kll or Calf
Women's House Slippers, Frit or lidillior
Women's 1itm WIvmts aiMl Oxfords
Mums for Hoy ami Girl
Kelt .'Mtprai ftr Boys and Girls
Babies Soft Slrnos

to
to
to

Cl"!ll

JEWEICR

Albu- -

i

pi ''fi of laiiii

!.".

is.

illtlon.
Ju:in

no.

f-

ii

lake

Futln

In pre- -

et u to ltiis 0
piece nf Innd In

A.

1

..

INDIAN TUADINU COMPANY,
Ave., nnd First street.

Iluhlieil

(IK

.V00
2.Mt

.VM
91.50
$1.00
$2.50
to $1.00
to $1.23

Talk
yon contemplate getting
Kliotild pre
netv lint, you
wliat v liavo. Wo never allow our Ktoflc to iKHTmie .de-

If

pleted and picked over, but
repliioe every artiele wold by
a not XT Jti.xt as carefully made
tip. Tho result Is tluit our offering Jut now ar. a choice
an at tlie tlmo of our full opening. A largo con'dgnnieiit Jut
received.
1

MANO-CARVE-

THE

Lit

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glam, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

For

j

wir
1

r

A

You have a
Skirt, Waist, Suit Overcoat
or anything in the line of Clothes

That oaads Claanlng or Praising, Bring Tham to

Make Them Like New.

We Wl'l

MONTEZUMA

Us

COMPANY

PRESSING

CLEANING AND

S10 Wet Gold.
We are here to stay.

Phone

10 Years'

1105.

Experience.

0O9OOK3K)QOKDCO9K)KOOKmoa

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

At Consistent

NUE

Prices

WEST RAILROAD

NUT

TO

AVE-

BANK

OF

COMMERCL.

BILL

each jiiirt of tailoring that produces the fhiibhed suit
have built up a repute for ador overcoat,
Clothes-makinthat has no equal in this
vanced iSmart
country. We have chosen their clothes as our leading
offering to you, and when we tell you these clothes
will fit you and last you as no clothes you have ever
seen, we are telling you only what is truth, and what
can be proven.
Stein-Bloc-

h

g

SUITS

$18

OVERCOATS

to
$15

$30
to $30

E. L.

Washburn

oK)K0000K0K)

Go.

Co.
o

THE WAGNER
Plumbers
Tinners

4
W. TUcras Phone 3i
MatteuocI Bras., Props.

nioate with the senate In 'writing Im
mediately and Iattea Immediately
delivered the message.
The reading was listened to closely
by the senators, who
held printed
copies in their hands.
The reading was concluded at 2:40
o'clock and the senate went Into executive session, but adjourned with
in a few minutes.

HARDWARE

32

W.Cedtral

The

18

26
28
30

ALL THE TIME

and 27 Raffles.
The Eagle's Eye.
Huster Brown.

WILL KKI.f, AT i.rktvi.n
THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AT
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Dm Stoop.

Are you looking for something? Re
member the want columns of Tht
Evening Citizen are for your especlai
benefit. It talks to the people and
210
they talk to you.
o
Out of town people can't do bet- West
ter than to try J. F. Palmer for Geld
groceries and meats.
Bring us your jot won. Price
the very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Bushiest
and caPins card a soeclslt.

EVERY ONE TRUE TO NAME
Wrell
developed,
with strong,
healthy roots.
1 III IT OliX AMENTA L.
The largest and finest stock on the

Avenue

omrmoRATHio rmvbician amo
muRomoN
All Curable Dlmaaaaa
Triattd.
No Ckmrga lor Consultation.
N. r. ArmU Building
ma 04O and M9.

1

ft

21 21

Franquntte (Vrooman Strain), and
otner leading French and Califor
nla types In grafted and seedling
trees.
GRAPEV1NF.S.
On their own roots and grafted
on Phylloxera resistant roots.
ROSES.
All varieties tree and bush form.
"Send luu for Illustrated
booklet
of Hurbank's New Creations."
SALESMEN WANTED.
Paid up Capital, S200.000.00.
FANCHEK CHEEK
NURSERIES.

(Incorporated)

Jrj.

Geo. C. Hoetlliur.
ami Mjrr,
Box 59. Freuio, Cai.. U. S. A.

Thornton,
The Cleaner
at

Third
street.
The only real steam
cleaning plant In the southwest
We are now better prepared than
ever before to clean anything that
Is cleanable.
In cleaning, press
lug and repairing clothes, we take
the front seat. All we ask Is a
trial. All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and
sold.
Goods called for and delivered on short notice.
Located

PHONE-4-

G0

121 North

2B

IIIM1

b
NORTH FIRST ST
ATSTD

RANCH SUPPLIES

AGENTS FOR THE

'

DIAMOND EDGE TOOLS
AND CUTTLEflY
Everything for the Builder

Varie

E.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
Rest remedy for mothers to use Is
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It
testes nearly as good as mable sugar,
it contain no opiates. Sold by J. H.
Oltlelly.
Best place to trade In town. Champion Grocery Co.
Palmer for meats.
Palmer for groceries.

TAXIDERMIST
Birds a Soeclaltv0

l

General
Hardware

you have never used the
MAJESTIC, you have
.y
never usea tne ibest.

HARDWARE

si ivi:i:i TKU.Kit

you.

E.F.C0BBj8f

1.15-11- 7

WANTS TO

Palace Car and Desert brand fruit
at Champion Grocery Co.
A pair of our up to date shoes or
slippers always come handy and as a
Christmas gift they are more appreciated than anything else. Our stock
of stylish footwear offers you Just
what you want and at prices you are
willing to pay. C. May s Shoe store,
S14 West Central avenue.
Ranch eggs 60 cents a doz. Prussian Poultry food makes them lay.
J. F. Palmer, 501 North First street.
City Directories may be had at The
Citizen oflice at $1 each.
FEE'S DELICIOUS HOT nKMt)-LATWALTON'S DRUG STOKE.
HOUGH DRY.
l'o you know what this means? If
not a.sk our drivers to explain it to

IX VALUE STEAD- -

of

Wizard

CO.

The MAJESTIC RANGE is the product of the world's
achievements in stoves.
All the best features of all other
makes have been incorporated in this one, and objectional
features eliminated. As a result, the 1LAJESTIC probably
stands nearer the line
of perfection than any
other range. It saves
fuel and your time and
produces heat when you
want it, where you
want it, and in quality
as desired, all at a minimum of attention. If

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

INCREASING

COMING EVENTS.

December
Wall Street.
December
December
December

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

34

X ma.

622-2-

TWKI.VK INJrHF.O
IX TUOIXKY ACCIDKXT
Dayton, Ohio,
3. Twelve
Dec.
persons were injured, none fatally.
by
.ne overturning of a
however,
Dayton and Xenia traction car, which
Jumped the track at a curve near
Dayton today. The accident wad due
to slippery tracks.

DR. C. H. CONNER

The Central Avenue Clothier

Childs' rockers 60c and up; desks.
and up; Morris chairs, $1.50 and
up. A line assortment of pictures.
3 to $50.
Ara squares from

(Continued from Pace OimO

DOST Hable fur cape.
Reward at Coust.
407 South Walter gtreet.
CITRUS TREES.
Ft) It BALK A rattan canopy top
All the Leading Standard
baby buggy. Inquire Mrs. W. f. ties.
Swltzer, 219 North Fifth street.
WALNUTS.

Their Might

STERN

GROCERY COMPANY

Colorado Springs. Colo., Dec. 3.
h,
fri.uiklin
Brooks has announced his candidacy
for United States enalorshlp to suc
In
ceed Idler, whose term expires

By Doing With All

SIM

Champion

T LI DAY

v an
r ruuiz, wnu piayeu Daseoau
with the Albuquerque Browns during the territorial fair and who went
from here to Tucson to play with
Tucson and from Tucson to play with
Phoenix, passed through the city this
morning en route to hla home at
Kaunas City. He waa accompanied
by several other ball players from
Kansas, who went to Arizona to play
ball.
There is no hoodoo about
FEE'S HOME MADE CANDIES.
Frantz, as la evident from his record.
All the teams he played with WALTON'S Dltl'O STOKE.
finished with the leaders or at the
All kinds of hay and grain at
head. Tucson tied three teams for Champion
Grocerv Co.
the first money and Phoenix beat
Ltihbee four frames out of seven.

Arriving Daily

col--lo-

MACCABEE BALL.
The Lady Maccabees will give a
oau on Wednesday evening, Dec. 18,
Aiu ua.il. uicKeis tl.uu.

IS INTRODUCED

runner Congiebsinan

New Holiday Novelties

rs
Are always on hand. E. & W.
at 15 cents; $1.25 shirts at 75
cents; $2.50 underwear at $1.90 per
suit; 15 and 20 cent hose at 10 cents,
etc. It will always pay you to call
on us before you buy.

Fu-trel- le

days.

imoOKS

A i7ew Special Bargains

2

Furniture

n,

fmf,'mAmMifaaf'iai'mf

3,-i-

Don't Throw It Awar

Corner Railroad Avenue and First St.

.

We

In their respective classes cannot be
equalled. Every prtir guaranteed,
pairs to choose from.

Benham Indian Trading Company

STATEHOOD

high-grad-

Douglas Shoes

Gash

Hail-ru.- ll

the-

O

Albu,-querq-

M55
LlrZ
205 South Saooad

Hanan and Sons and

JAPANESE BRASSES
RUSSIAN HAMMERED COPPER
KOOI WiCKER VASES
MEXICAN
LEATHER

city ye.ftenlay.
t5. A. Kurze!, of DemlnK, was In
Albuqtientue on business yesterday.
H. F. Heller, of Caber.on. N. M..
arrived In Albuquerque last nlKh-- of Itlo Oiuiule
HcRUlar meeting
chapter tonight. Work In the H. A.
degree.
Mrs. Lllli.m Robblns and Ron, Uui-se- l.
have returned
from a trip ti
California.
A.
Joweph
Hlondin has iccepted u
position in Kl lJ!iso, and will leave
for the laiter city tonight.
Andrean Homero, of Peralta, was
In Albuquerque yesterday and completed the purchase of the Johnson
& Smith Hour mill at Ios Lunaa.
Frank Montoya, Jr., son of F. A.
Montoya, deputy Pherift, returned
yesterday from Han Juan county,
where he was the guest of relatives.
Ferdinand Uurgdorff, of Cleveland,
Ohio, a painter of cowboys, Indians
and western scenes, Is spending a
month at Isleta. collecting material
for a series of western painting to
be exhibited at Chicago.
Laz Nobie, of the Valley ranch, on
the Upper Pecos, arrived in
today lor a short business
viait. Mr. Noble says that there are
twenty
people now at the
about
ranch and they are having a great
time huiuing. iLigiit falls of snow has
made It easy to track game and the
hunters huve been very successful.
One party of trappers have eaughl
four foxes in the past few days but
a bear which they trapped, escaped
taking the trap with him. A party
is now In the woods trailing the bear
and they expect to capture him. Mr.
Noble will return to the Valley ranch
tomorrow.
A. J. Rye, aged 30, died this after-nee- d
at 2:30 o'clock at bis .home 215
North Walter street, after a few
week' Illness. He came here three
years ago from Chicago and since
hlg arrival In this city has been employed a bookkeeper by A. VV. Hay-dethe contractor.
He la survived
by a wife and son. Hla mother, who
Uvea In Chicago has been notltled of
the death and will arrive in a lew

Miilimery

Coupon is

Save the coupon and bring It to our store when you come to do
your Christmas shopping.
It alio entitles you to a chance on some
of the nplendld prizes which we have set aside for our customers. Our
newest goods include

H. C. litinett, of W'lllnrd was In
Ihla city yesterday.
Tom Webster, of Isleta, was In the

to
to
to

This

Me Willi Y..u

flood for ten cents on any pur
chase amounting to one dollar made
In. our ,!ore from December 2nd to
ocniber 24th Inclusive. I1RNHAM

-

e
recognised standard
clotJitng of the United States.
We have a, full line of this make of
Suits and Overcoats. Prices within
the reach of all.

am Worth 10c

I

Hild huliani
0 to llellii fJe.ii K"". IoId 244 and
245 nml 24ti. Iilock 22, H. Ar- miln urns, mlilltlon. JI.IM).
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Clothes
are

iiHioval

M. (iuiirlnviil.
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Hart, Schaffner & Marx.

Saeood

riNE WATCH REPAIRING

t'h.i ri'! 'he.".ik nnj wife to
2
!ol
Km ii i.i ri'ieik.
arnl 3
block lti. lliiuinx H whlunii ad- -
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IN THE JEWELRYLINE

1.00.

cinei 12. J 1.
FrantiMiuitii t!;rcia to

G.iri'lii.

SHOES

AND

1

of the city of

EVERY THING

cot

!.. miiii.I J. Mliler to Mnrtha
W. MulilK'in, lnt. 11
iinil 12,
Mock 24, original tnwnM:, fl.
MeUllle It. Summers to (leo. 4
(irli'Bo. a piece of Jand In pre- -

and let us help you on the
GOME proposition.
We have made pec-ial
preparations for the Holiday Trade and
can take a lot of trouble otfyour hands.
We have the largest assortment we ever
cai ried of

Whether we advertise specials or not we are always ready to prove to you that we are headquarters
for good merchandise at popular prices. ; : : ;

Dc-l'llel for Record. ...
Neiioio t)invs to Jose da la
n piece nf land In
MiiHiyn.
C

1200.
Incite
lf.. to 4
dp
".
Montoya, n piece
la
Jose
a
of land In precinct 13, '$X0
2.
V. Il.irrisnn
mid wife (n
Amado I.nn'i. h piece of land

3, I90T

at Headquarters

Buy

Lense Grinding Done cn Premises

::

t'1.1 All.UOU.r.lllo;

Shoes for
Christmas Gifts

TUESDAY, DIX'EMIlFH

Whan yeadatlra Absolut Com
fort la Prcparly rittad Clastas

titiuiiiniiiiu

,

'

JJfttcM

v U A (J H A

CITIZEN.

ComineMJominff!
The New Year will soon be here.
Is your accounting
department
thoroughly equipped
for the new
year's business?
How about that new Loose Leaf
system, those special ruled blanks,
the blank books ruled to suit your
buntneua, you are expecting to Install?
Better talk It over with us and
get the work done before you ara
ready to use them.
Hook Binder,
Rublier Stamp Make
312 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 925

IT.

S. LITIIGOW

Consult

a

Dentist

Reliable

WE GUARANTEE
Foil 2,000 Potmds

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
W

Full Set of Teeth
a
"
SI. 50 up
Gold Filling
mf
$
Gold Crowns
50c
Painless Extnu-UnT

""

TEED.
"'m . ...

U

GUAR-A-

e defy any

individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and

fy

....

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY

N

Coke.

"'"

JOHN S. BEAVEN
BIW. COPP and PETTTT.
li, N. T. AAM1JO BLPG.

ROOM

al-

ways made this guarantee.
The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily pa- pers.
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